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23rd National
Conference On
Preventing Crime
In The Black
Community
June 19 - June 22
TAMPA - The 23rd the United States, Canada and
National
Conference
on the U.S. Virgin Islands.
Preventing Crime in the Black
Among the participants
Community will be held in are state legislators; sheriffs
Tampa, on June 19-22. All and police chiefs; communityconference sessions will be oriented policing and other
conducted at the Tampa sworn and non-swom law
Marriott Waterside Hotel and enforcement officers; county
Marina, located at 700-South commissioners, mayors and
Florida Ave., Tampa, and the administrators; crime preven
Westin Tampa Harbour Island tion, patrol, school resource
Hotel, located at 725 South and community relations
Harbour Island Blvd., Tampa.
officers; victim services pro
The National Conference
fessionals; labor and employ
on Preventing Crime in ment relations personnel;
the Black Community is
educators, school administra
sponsored and directed by tors and students; church
Florida Attorney General Bill
leaders; corrections, juvenile
McCollum. This conference is justice and social services
a collaborative effort to professionals; youth-services
organization representatives;
address issues relating to the
disproportionate number of and other interested citizens
African-Americans under the from the general public.
There are many ideas and
supervision of the criminal
justice system. The agenda is concepts active to invest in the
future of the communities
designed showcase success
ful programs and promote a children. One such program is
positive exchange of ideas on called Save Our Children,
• launched at the New Mt. Zion
the subject.
Focal points include Missionary Baptist Church in
plenary sessions, luncheons Tampa. This program is a
and break-out sessions for community ministry designed
both adults and teens, and to get children to invest
a teens “listening summit.” two hours of their Saturday
Numerous crime prevention mornings to explore
program models that are trans wholesome activities such as
ferable to other communities drug abuse prevention, public
speaking, spelling bees and
will be highlighted.
This annual conference health fairs. Many other
was first held in Orlando in programs are active through
1986. From 280 participants to out the area and infomation is
over 2,900 in 2000, the confer on the Web.
For more information:
ence has grown to one that is
national in scope and attracts http://preventblackcrime.com/
participants from throughout conference/schedule

JUNE 19-JUNE 25, 2OO8
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By Hometown Supporters
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The Rev. Frank Peterman, Secretary of the Florida Department of Juvenile Justice

ST. PETERSBURG - On
Friday, June 13, hometown sup
porters had their opportunity to
recognize the life-long accom
plishments of the Rev. Frank
Peterman Jr., appointed by Gov.
Charlie Crist as the new
secretary of the Florida
Department of Juvenile Justice
this past March.
An evening reception co
hosted by My Daughter’s
Keeper of Tampa Bay Inc. and
the Power Broker magazine
drew family and friends for a
touch of nostalgia and a wealth
of tribute for Peterman’s work

over the past two decades.
In recognition of his
achievements, young emcee
Daren Miller read off the long
list of “firsts” and “bests” by the
secretary. Peterman was among
the first African-American city
council members elected in the
city of St. Petersburg.
He
served nearly eight years as
State Representative in the
Florida House for District 55,
where in 2006 he co-sponsored
legislation creating the Florida
Council on the Social Status of
Black Men and Boys.
Peterman is also founder

and senior pastor of the Rock
of Jesus Missionary Baptist
Church, along with the
Nehemiah Movement which
began door-to-door outreach in
Childs Park in 2006.
During
the
reception,
Peterman thanked the audience
for their years of support, saying
that “the prayer and council of
people and the Rev. Alvin
Miller enabled me to stay in the
fight.” Peterman, who comes
from a tradition of activism, is
the son of Attorney Frank
Peterman Sr., who was pivotal
to the case that won a federal

court order for the integration of
the St. Petersburg Police
Department, and the late Peggy
Peterman, a ground-breaking
journalist, columnist and
editorial writer at the St.
Petersburg Times. He also
voiced deep appreciation for the
support his wife, Dr. June
Peterman.
Commissioner Kenneth T.
Welch was one of the officials
present to honor Secretary
Peterman. His opening remarks

PETERMAN
continued on pg. 2

Successful Reinvestment In Local Small
Businesses Documented At Hillsborough
County School Board Meeting
TAMPA - On Tuesday,
May 20, school board members,
district staff, and the community
were provided an update on
the progress made towards
Hillsborough County Public
School’s commitment to
reinvest at least 20 percent of its
discretionary expenditures back
into
Tampa
Bay’s
small
business community. Under the
leadership of Henry J. Ballard
Jr., Supplier Diversity officer,
and Jack E. Davis, chief infor
mation and technology officer,
the Office of Supplier Diversity
team provided a PowerPoint
presentation report that detailed
OSD Performance during the
period of July 1,2005 - June 30,

2007. The presentation centered
on four major areas: Highlights
of Fiscal Year 2006 and
Fiscal Year 2007; Facilities
Divisions
Best Practice
Model; Small Business
Enterprise (SBE) Participation;
and OSD Program Objectives.
SBE Participation was a major
highlight of the presentation.
Awards were presented in three
categories: Firm of Excellence,
Firm of Distinction, and Top
Performer to firms that made
significant contributions to
ensure the program’s success.
The “Firm of Distinction”
Award was presented to 45
small, women and minorityowned firms who received

Group photo with Board Member Doretha W. Edgecomb
and Supplier Diversity Officer Henry Ballard, Jr.

$100,000 or more in bid awards.
The “Firm of Distinction”
Award was presented to 13
small, women and minority-

SCHOOLS
continued on pg. 2
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PETERMAN
continued from front page
noted that the 29-year friend
ship between the two dated back
to their days on the football field
when Peterman played quarter
back and Welch was a starting
lineman for Lakewood High
School. Tributes were given by
School board member Mary
Brown, State Rep. Darryl
Rouson and Deputy Mayor Dr.
Goliath Davis III.
“It was a pleasure to host
Secretary
Peterman,”
said
Donna Welch. “He is exactly the
type of role model and mentor

we need more of our children to
see.”
Welch is CEO and
founder of My Daughter’s
Keeper of Tampa Bay, which
formed in 2007 to fill an unmet
need for mentoring, social
etiquette training, and cultural
exposure for at-risk girls. She
and Gypsy Gallardo, publisher
of the Power Broker, are
grateful for the support of the
Youth Arts Corps and the
Hospice of the Florida Suncoast
for sponsoring the event, and to
saxophonist Henry Ashwood
and soloist Shyann Roberts for
their soulful performances.
Photographs courtesy of Kelley Collier

The Peterman family

Mary Anri Assiff with Youth Art Corp Family Resources (left)
and Frank Peterman

SCHOOLS
continuedfrom front page
owned firms who received $1
Million or more in bid awards.
The “Top Performer” Award
was presented to five construc
tion management firms that
assisted the district with accom
plishing its goal and exceeded
25 percent utilization of small,
women or minority-owned
businesses on district project.
Tampa Bay area familyowned businesses Horus
Construction Services Inc. and
GPM Inc., received “Firm of
Distinction” Awards for each
having exceeded $1 Million in
bid awards. In addition, as a
construction manager, Horus
Construction Services Inc. had
48.8 percent (the highest of all
CMs) utilization of small,
women and minority-owned
businesses on all its district’s
projects.
Board Chairman, Jennifer
Faleiro and Superintendent
MaryEllen Elia assisted with the
award presentations. School
board member Doretha
Edgecomb, a long-time OSD
advocate, along with school
board member Susan Valdez
took a few minutes to not only
commend the OSD team for its
efforts, but to also thank them
for their assistance in helping
her and fellow school board
members be more responsive to
the requests of their con
stituents. During a short recess
following the presentation,
Edgecomb personally thanked
several of the award recipients
and joined Ballard in sharing
their joy during a group photo.
Recently, from July 1, 2006
- June 30, 2007 (Fiscal Year
2007), Hillsborough County
Public Schools spent over

$27.34 million with small,
women and minority-owned
businesses. A total of 116 firms
earned their share of the $27.34
million expenditures by
providing goods and services to
the district.
“Our
Small
Business
Encouragement Program has
been looked upon as a model by
other districts, state and national
organizations.
However, we
will continue to enhance our
program so that we can offer
small, women and minorityowned businesses in our area
the chance to compete to supply
the products and services
needed to support the classroom
experience. By creating inno
vative outreach programs and
strategies that bolster our
numbers, and by educating our
personnel on how to make that
happen collectively, we can
continue to increase the dollars
we
spend with
small,
women and minorityowned firms,”
says
Ballard. “Hillsborough
County Public Schools is
making a difference in the lives
of small, women and minority
business owners, and we are
committed
to
the
Small
Business
Encouragement
Program for the long haul.”
Davis echoed Mr. Ballard’s
sentiments. “Supplier diversity
is a total commitment that tran
scends from the board level on
down to those who actually
make the purchases. Although
we have direct responsibility for
the Office of Supplier Diversity,
we can be successful only if we
have board and staff support to
make the ‘total integrated team’
approach work for small,
women and minority-owned
businesses.”
The Office of Supplier

Donna Welch (left), Keonna Welch (center) and Peterman

Diversity and Hillsborough
County Public Schools have
long held that its Small
Business
Encouragement
Program, in its entirety, seeks
to
create
a
communication environment
whereby
construction
managers, district staff, and
prime vendors routinely solicit,
receive and utilize competitive
bids from small, women and
minorit-owned business enter
prises. Construction managers,
district staff, and prime vendors
are encouraged to provide
opportunities to small, women
and minority-owned business
enterprises when bid response,
pricing, and capabilities are
responsive to the district’s
needs. The district’s objective,
through its partnership with the
Tampa-Hillsborough Branch of
the NAACP, is to continuously
communicate to staff and third
party providers.who have a need
for prime or second-tier subcon
tractor and consultant resources,
its expectation to have a
minimum reinvestment of 20
percent of its discretionary
expenditures within Tampa
Bay’s small business
community.
Hillsborough County Public
Schools is the eighth largest
school district in the nation.
The innovative programs imple
mented through its Small
Business Encouragement
Program continue to gamer the
attention of other school
districts throughout the state.
For more information on the
District’s Small Business
Encouragement Program,
contact the Office of Supplier
Diversity at (813) 635-1240.
More information is also
available at the District’s Web
site at www.sdhc.kl2.fl.us.

Board Chair Jennifer Faleiro, Superintendent
MaryEllen Elia, and Construction Mgr. (CM)
Glen McKenzie of J.O. Delotto & Sons.

Comm. Ken Welch and Peterman

Superintendent MaryEllen Elia, Board Chair
Jennifer Faleiro, and Ishne’ Hobbs of
Construct Two Group
Photographs courtesy of Lorian S. Williams

Sonya Robins-Business Manager, GPM, Inc.
and Horus Construction Services, Inc.

Superintendent MaryEllen Elia, Board Chair
Jennifer Faleiro, and Peter Tagliarini of
Tagliarini Architectural Group
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Let’s Get A Grip On Energy Costs
BY HARRY C. ALFORD
NNPA COLUMNIST
Have you had enough
yet? Gasoline is over $4.00 per
gallon and appears to be nowhere
near the end of this testament to our
mismanagement of resources. Just
wait for your heating costs this
winter. Global climate change
appears to be quite real and we do
nothing as it festers right before our
eyes. No one disagrees that we have
had enough of this reckless and free
falling attitude by our leaders and
policy makers. The following is what
America needs to do to ensure
energy supply and affordable prices
while protecting the environment at
the same time.
Oil and Gas Supply: God has
blessed this nation with some of the
largest pockets of crude oil and
natural gas. Due to political pressure
and agitation from certain groups we
have limited the utilization of these
plentiful reserves and have become
dependent on sources that are not at
all friendly to the United States nor
have any vested interest in our well
being. It’s like sleeping with the
“enemy” and no good can come
from this. When it comes to pricing,
the basic law of “supply and
demand” is supposed to prevail. That

is not the case here. Despite ample
supplies of oil from our trading
partners, speculators and other
social/business ill contents are
manipulating the markets and we. are
paying unnecessary skyrocketed
amounts for our basic energy needs.
That is indeed the situation we are in.
The great singer Billie Holiday
once wrote “God bless the child who
has his own.” That is the case here.
We, the United States, must begin
utilizing the massive reserves we
have under our own land and ocean
shores. We must begin new drilling
in a massive fashion. Alaska, West
Coast, Gulf, East Coast and about 20
of our total 50 states should be
utilized for drilling both oil and gas.
At the same time, we must start
building new refineries.
We have not built one new oil
refinery in this nation during the last
30 years. It’s a terribly flawed
strategy if you can even call it a
strategy. The Alaska Pipeline is only
at 30 percent capacity. Let’s start new
drilling and start building new
refineries with a vengeance. While
this will jumpstart a big rise in our
economy - jobs, lower prices, etc. it
will also not have any adverse effect
on our environment. Remember,
during and after Katrina, our oil facil
ities did not have one spill or

accident. If they can get through
Katrina they are indeed safe.
If we do this right our price of
gasoline should drop at least 50
percent. The impact will be substan
tial and to the benefit of our safety
and security.
Power Generation: Sit down and
brace yourself - let’s go nuclear!
There has been a phobia against
nuclear power generation. All the
while we have been resistant; our
friends in France have transformed
their whole nation into a nuclear
generated source of power.
Eighty percent of France is now
powered through nuclear facilities.
These facilities are clean, efficient
and safe. Even Greenpeace and the
Sierra Club can’t criticize France for
what it has done.
The United States is rudimentary
when it comes to nuclear facilities
and we need to begin catching up by
building nuclear plants as fast as we
can. This energy is absolutely clean
and the'wastes can be stored very
efficiently.
We have the perfect model in
France. Each nuclear facility will
bring about 1500 jobs to a
community and the average salary
for these jobs will be $150,000. What
are we waiting for!
While we start building nuclear

Fax (727) 823-2568

facilities, we can also implement the
new technology
clean coal
powered generation. Also, we can
convert coal into crude oil for about
$50 a barrel and this method should
also be implemented to further
increase our supply of oil and further
lower the price.
The situation we are in is caused
by our own ignorance, reticence and
lack of courage to develop a compre
hensive energy policy. I have been on
Capitol Hill for the last 10 years
advocating such a policy.
I pray that sooner than later we
will find some champions within our
Congress to step forward and lead
this nation out of its pitiful depend
ence on energy sources. Right now,
America is on its knees being
slapped around by some of the
meanest people and characters on
earth. We have ourselves in a
helpless state and the only way we
can react is in a knee jerk fashion.
That’s how we have gotten
ourselves into unnecessary military
conflicts. That’s why the price at the
pump is totally cruel and, ridiculous
and right now there is nothing,
NOTHING that we can do about it
but pay and hurt.
Again, God blesses the child
who has his own. Let’s go out and get
our own.

in

No Ph.D. Required
■Rgg BY FARRAH GRAY
NNPA COLUMNIST
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You can make money
at everything and in everything.
Many times we don’t realize the sim
plicity in ideas and concepts. Reality
Check: Ideas in action make money,
nothing else.
Just look around you. Everything
that we touch and admire or use is
something that someone has created
— and that you likely bought.
Entrepreneurship is all about the
laws of supply and demand. You find
the demand, and fill the void with
supplies.
It doesn’t necessarily have to be
a tangible thing or a sage piece of
advice based on years of formal
schooling, as in the case of profes
sionals like lawyers, doctors, scien
tists, engineers, Ph.D.’s and the like..
It can be your expertise based on
experience alone in an industry
you’ve been a part of for a long time.
It can be a widget you craftily whip
up in your basement or a secret
family recipe you bake up and
package beautifully to market.
People have made successful busi
nesses out of selling water.

And there are plenty of people
who simply have the idea but not all
the critical know-how to live out
their ideas on their own.
Those types find others with
whom to partner or hire and make the
idea come alive — and with a greater
chance of success. All entrepreneurs
confront unfamiliar territory in the
journey, and that’s when you reach
out to others.
Granted, sometimes it does take
a little more schooling to fine-tune
your ideas and do the knowledge
completely. That’s okay. I’m not
putting down formal education.
My point is that education is very
important be it formal or informal.
But I also want you to understand
that degrees alone don’t make the
money —- YOU make the money
based on your bright ideas and how
well you can execute them. YOU
must take whatever education and
degrees you receive and do
something with them.
Everyone’s path will be
different. You can, for example, get
an idea going and educate yourself as
you see fit, and especially once you
know you’ve got something that is
working. Institutions today provide

for flexibility in giving you the
education you need, so you don’t
have to lock yourself into a tradition
al setting for multiple semesters that
can potentially distract you from
focusing on your ideas.
On the other hand, some careers
do necessitate a dedication to formal
schooling. If being a lawyer or
architect channels your passions and
skills, then you would do well to
finish up that schooling quickly
rather than drag it out endlessly. This
will also keep your costs down and
allow you to branch out sooner to use
your degree in a variety of opportuni
ties, maybe even establishing your
own firm.
Is there an entrepreneurial gene?
Can you be bom with or without it?
If there’s one place in the world
where people are bom natural entre
preneurs, it’s in third-world countries.
Thinkabout it: if you are bom where
you must get crafty for the sake of
your own survival — to find the
basics like food, water, and shelter—
you are going to awaken those entre
preneurial spirits automatically.
People who immigrate to the
U.S. typically have an “I can do
anything” mentality. Why? Because

they are coming to a place that, rela
tively speaking, offers limitless
opportunities and little, if any,
obstacles. Sure, not everybody in
American would say their life is
peachy king and absent of challenges
to stay afloat financially and physi
cally, but the struggles and strives
immigrants endured in their home
country pale in comparison to what
they find when they land in the
“Great U.S.A.” — even if they do
arrive with no money, no credit, little
experience, and no job lined up.
I whole-heartedly believe we all ■
have the potential to be entrepre
neurs. It’s encoded in our cells as
humans who have been struggling to
survive on this planet for millennia.
Picture our ancestors who were
met with life-threatening circum
stances every day. They didn’t have
the luxuries we take advantage of
today in our plush first-world, hightech setting. Those who were coura
geous enough to venture farther out
from the settled territories were the
most risk-taking entrepreneurs. They
sought the same things today’s entre
preneurs
seek
adventure,
newness, autonomy, and perhaps a
better life.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Pinellas County Urban League’s
Career Connection Center

Community Leaders Combat
Gangs Through Education
BYALSOUTHERS
CHALLENGER INTERN

BY KATRISA B. WINSTON

How To Prepare For
Your Prized Interview?
The interview is your opportunity to
shine. Ask a trusted friend to question you
about what qualifies you for the position over
other applicants. Highlight the skill-sets you
have gained that makes you best suited for the
job. Avoid, asking questions related to
company’s benefit plan and the starting salary
for the position unless the interviewer brings
up these subjects. You do not want to give the
impression that you are only interested in
what the company can do for you instead of
how you will be an asset to the business. If
you have done your homework you will know
the median income consequently, if the inter
viewer asks you what salary you desire? You
can state without reservation that your
research indicated the median amount this for
position. Practice your answers so that you
will express yourself with confidence. Of
course your answers to all questions should
center on the skills that will fulfill employer’s
needs.
In review, prepare, prepare, and prepare
some more. Also, as the job seeker you must
exhibit self-confidence, knowledge of the
company and its goals, and the ability to com
municate the skills that you possess that willbe viewed as an asset to the company. Do not
focus on salary and benefits, however, be
familiar with the middle salary for each
specific position you apply for in your region.
Remember being well prepared for the
interview improves your success during the
interview and increase your chances for
landing your ideal job.

A prepared job seeker is one that is
informed, positive, enthusiastic, and knows
how to reflect a great personality. It is
essential that the job seeker thoroughly
researches the history, products and services
of each prospective employer before the
initial interview. Recruiters and Human
Resources Managers both agree that it is
impressive when the job seeker demonstrates
that they are acquainted with the who, what,
when, why, and how’s of the company opera
tions. When the prospective employee
researches the company prior to the interview
he is empowered to project confidence. Put
yourself in the business owner’s shoes, this
will enable you to understand what an
employer has accomplished since the business
was established and what the owner’s future
goals are for the company.
Additionally, the job seeker should
research the industry, job requirements, and
median salary for the position prior to the
interview. You can find out information about
industry trends and wages expectation on the
Florida Department of Labor Web site. Why is
this important? First, research reveals that
recruiters find that there is nothing more frus
trating than to review an impressive resume
and meet the applicant that did have a clue
about the company’s mission and what is
worst the candidate did not know what the

business operation entails. Moreover, the
candidate must know the title of the position
he is applying for and investigate the job
requirements.

NaamanJohnson
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TAMPA -The Hillsborough
County NAACP will host a
seminar to better educate
parents about the dangers of
gangs, and recognizing gang
activity. The seminar will be
held June 28, at Oak Park
Elementary, 2716 N. 46 St.,
Tampa.
The seminar will also be
hosted by the Hillsborough
County School District, the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
Department, the Tampa Police
Department, and the State
Attorneys office.
Brenda
Jordan,
the
education committee chair with
the NAACP, said the purpose

was to make parents aware of
the gang activity in the Tampa
area and to get the parents
involved.
Jordan said it’s up to the
parents to save their children
from joining gangs.
“[Parents] have to leam how
to deal with home issues,” she
said.
“It comes down to
involved parents...wanting to
save their children.”
Jordan was motivated to
organize a gang prevention
program after the arrest of
teenagers in Plant City, last
March. Some of the teenagers
said they participated in a gang.
She said that was the first
gang prevention seminar she
organized.
Jordan said the
community reaction was so

positive that a woman, who
lived in Tampa’s Highland
Pines neighborhood, called her
to organize a similar seminar in
her area.
Jordan said Town n’
Country has the most gang
activity in Tampa.
There are 21 gangs in the
Tampa Bay area, according to
the Florida Department of
Corrections Web site.
Jordan said parents should
know what their children are
doing at all times to prevent
their children from joining
gangs.
“Monitor
your
child’s
behavior,” she said “put them in
an after-school program, stop
them from roaming the streets,
and don’t leave them alone.”

Over $1.5 Million Federal
EITC Dollars Claimed By
Taxpayers At Pinellas VITA Sites
After a highly successful tax
filing season for the Wealth
Building Coalition’s free
Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance (VITA) program, vol
unteers and staff gathered at the
Museum of Fine Arts/MFA Cafe
in St. Petersburg to celebrate,
and there was much to celebrate.
Volunteers and staff prepared
and e-filed almost 3,700 tax
returns at eight locations
throughout

Pinellas

Coimty.

These
returns
produced
$1,558,442 Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITC) dollars, almost
$700,000 Child Tax Credit
dollars and almost $4,000,000
total refund dollars. VITA tax
preparers also prepared hundreds
of economic stimulus payment
returns, thus assisting in bringing
additional federal dollars into the
local economy.
The celebration provided the
opportunity for the Wealth

Building Coalition/Pinellas
Prosperity Campaign to honor
the remarkable people who make
the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance (VITA) program
possible. There was a catered
luncheon, Internal Revenue
. Service (IRS) certificates, words
of gratitude and an opportunity
to tour the museum.'
The
IRS
presented a
Leadership Plaque to the James
B. Sanderlin VITA team in
recognition of its accomplish
ments: three staff members
prepared most of the nearly 700
tax returns which produced
$589,420 total EITC dollars, the
largest amount of EITC dollars
for any single free tax prepara
tion site in Pinellas County.
Long-time volunteers at Enoch
Davis Center prepared over
1,800 e-filed returns which
produced over $430,000 total
EITC dollars. Together, the two

Midtown sites prepared returns
with over $1 million total EITC
dollars and with over $2,600,000
total refund dollars.
The numbers were impres
sive at all the Pinellas VITA
sites, stretching from Midtown,
Gulfport, Lealman, Ridgecrest,
Clearwater and Tarpon Springs
and made possible through the
hard work and dedication of vol
unteers and staff who shared a
vision of serving the community
through a community effort.
The Wealth Building
Coalition of Pinellas County
expresses deep gratitude to The
Weekly Challenger for its
support of our program, as well
as to our partners and sponsors:
JWB The Children’s Services
Council, United Way of Tampa
Bay, Bank of America, Pinellas
County Government and
Wachovia Bank.

. Naaman Johnson, represents Mercedes-Benz at Crown

State Rep. Darryl Rouson
Issues Public Challenge

Eurocars. Naaman is a familiar name in the luxury
:cirdbes and- i^arFoutstafidfr^
representation of Crown Eurocars and the customer
prfnci^s-we Wliev^i ri. •fr)' » 1 ■

In would tike to invite all

EUROCARS
Just recognized as one ofthe

Mercedes-Benz “Best of the Best"
Retailer Award Winners for 2002-2004-2006

his friends, clients and
who would like a Mercedez Benz.purchase
experience “unlike any other”.

to stop by and say hello.
Is
Direct (727)329-3036
e-mail njohison@crormcars.com

6001 34th Street N., St. Petersburg •

(727)527-5731

celebrate
being
a woman
You love choices! With the latest shades,
anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,
1 can show you beautiful products suited
just for you. Call me today to find more ways
to look good and feel great!
Dianne Speights

Independent Beauty Consultant

www. marykay. com/dspeights
)727)

(727) 896-6556

FA40W4

ST. PETERSBURG - On
Tuesday, June 17, State Rep.
Darryl Rouson issued a public
challenge on the steps of the
Pinellas County Courthouse,
calling . on
policy-makers,
corporate and business leaders
to cover the cost of 50 new
summer jobs for at-risk young
people. Simultaneously, the
County Commission will be

meeting inside the courthouse
building at 315 Court Street in
Clearwater to discuss die elimi
nation of funding to county
juvenile diversion and preven
tion programs.
Less than 10 days since the
shooting death of l7-year-old
Javon
Dawson
in
St.
Petersburg, Rouson is one of
more than 50 community

leaders and organizations who
joined together to issue the “5050 Challenge.”
After investing $10,000 of
his own money, Rouson had
secured a total $50,000 in
pledges from local corpora
tions.
For
more
information
contact Gypsy C. Gallardo at
727-866-0873.

Tampa Tribune, Sister Properties
In Florida Shed 250-260 Jobs
TAMPA
(AP)
An
estimated 250 to 260 jobs are
being eliminated by The Tampa
Tribune, WFLA-TV and other
Media General Inc. properties
in Florida, the company said.
“About 200 of the cuts have
already taken place or are
pending completion of the
company’s voluntary buyout
program,” said John Schueler,
president
of the
Florida
Communications Group, which
oversees the properties.

Schueler said Wednesday

that another 50 to 60 positions

still need to be cut through
layoffs. About 120 positions
were eliminated earlier this year
through attrition and layoffs, he
said, and 54 employees were
expected to take the voluntary
buyout. Another 21 positions
were eliminated Tuesday in
advertising operations.
Like
other
media
companies, Richmond, Va.based Media General has been
affected by a slowdown in
Florida’s economy and a drop
off in advertising revenue. It is
cutting positions to account for

the reduced revenue.
The
company’s
other
Florida
properties
include
TBO.com, Centro Grupo de
Comunicacion
and
several
smaller newspapers.
Media General, which also
publishes the Richmond (Va.)
Times-Dispatch
and
the
Winston-Salem (NC) Journal,
said last month that it will cut its
entire work force by nearly 11
percent by July. It expects an
annual savings of $40 million
from the job cuts, which began
in early 2007.
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community news
Ligonzv Ligon d.d.s p.a.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

• Reginald Ligon, D.D.S. • Mendee B. Ligon, D.D.S. • Mark T. Cullen D.D.S.

011 r> 11 y

Courtesy of

GENERAL • FAMILY • COSMETIC
& IMPLANT DENTISTRY
• 1 Hr Teeth Whitening • Root Canals • Extractions
• White Fillings • Gum Treatments • Nitrous Oxide Gas
• Dentures»Partials • Crowns / Bridges • Veneers

• Sedation Dentistry

Thursday, June 19 - Juneteenth Candlelight Vigil,

Saturday, June 21 - Hurricanes - FISH-ful Saturday, The

Spa Beach. 8 p.m. Vigil in observance of the African-

Pier Aquarium, 800 2nd Ave. N.E. noon to 2 p.m.

American Emancipation Day. www.juneteenth-stpete.org

www.pieraquarium.org or 727-895-7437.

- NEW PATIENTS &
EMERGENCIES WELCOME-

OFFICE HOURS

•Interest Free Financing Available*

MON, TUES, THURS 8:00 - 5:00

CARE
jCBSWT

or 727-743-6792.

• We Speak Spanish/Greek •
• Most Insurance Accepted •

WED 7:00 - 3:00

Sunday, June 22 - Music Fest on the Water. The Pier,
Friday, June 20 - St. Pete Shuffle, St. Petersburg

800 2nd Ave. N.E. 1 to 4 p.m. "On Que Players" Enjoy

Shuffleboard Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Drive N. 7 to 11

music in the Waterside Courtyard. Free, www.stpetepi-

p.m. A hip twist on an old game with music, art and fun
for all ages. Equipment provided. Free, www.stpeteshuf-

er.com or 727-631 -6443.

fle.com or 727-822-2083.

Wednesday, June 25 - Oldies But Goodies Dance, The
Pier,

Saturday,

June 21

- Juneteenth

Family

Festival,

800 2nd Ave.

N.E. noon to 3 p.m.

Friday, June 27 - Grand Central Stroll, Grand Central

community service information. There will be arts and
crafts vendors and food, www.juneteenth-stpete.org or

19th St. to 31 st St. N. 5 to 9 p.m. Shops, nightspots and busi
nesses open late with specials, entertainment and more. A

727-743-6792.

Florida Main Street Community. Free. 727-328-7086.

Business District, from 1st Ave. N. to 1st Ave. S. and from

Center, 1600 72nd St. N.;
Shore Acres Blvd. NE;
Campbell Park Recreation
Sunshine Center, 330 5th St.
Center, 601 l4th St. S.; N,; Walter Fuller Recreation
Childs
Park
Recreation Center, 7891 26th Ave. N,;
Center, 4301 l3th Ave. S.;
Water Resources, 1635 3rd
Frank Pierce Recreation Ave.
N., r Wildwood
Center, 2000 7th St. S.;
Recreation Center, 1000 28th
Gladden Park Recreation St. S.; Willis S. Johns
Center, 3901 30th Ave. N.;
Recreation Center, 6635
Roberts Recreation Center,
Martin Luther King Jr. St. N.;
80 74th St. N.; North Shore
1246 50th Avenue North;
Lake
Vista,
Recreation Pool, 901 North Shore Dr.
■ NE.; •• •' Leisure'1 A- Services-'-'
Center, T40T
Complex, 1400 19th St. N.;
J.W. Cate Recreation Center,
5801 22nd Ave. N.; Roberts and the Municipal Services
Recreation Center, 1246 50th Center, One 4th St. N. For
Ave.
N.;' Shore Acres more information call 727893-7918.
Recreation Center, 4230

Training

in Child Development preferred. Hrs: 6:45a - 9a; 3p -6:30p

Send Resume:
Pathways to Progress, 3455 26th Ave. So.
St. Petersburg, Fl 33711

ms

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

public auction on
July 2, 2008,
at 9:00 a.m.
A 2003 Chrysler
PT Cruiser
Needs new motor.
Place of auction:

4820 Alt. 19 N,
Palm Harbor, FL
Car is being sold to satisfy
Mechanic’s Lien in the
amount of over $2,500.00
and will be sold as is.

For any questions,
please call
(727) 934-8251
and speak with the Manager

Cancelled or Non-ReneWed???

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617
Larry Eugene Walker •

Insurance

Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

We offer seasoned credit lines for
people with limited credit history or
no history at all to boost your credit score
so you can qualify for that motgage, car
loan, or business loan you deserve.

CALL NOW 1 -800-448-2279

Work!’
CALL

(727) 896-2922

REFERRAL
PARTNERS

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RFP #08-006
PROJECT- BASED VOUCHER PROGRAM

RFP #08-006 document packages will be ready for pick up on
Monday, June 2, 2008. A Pre-Proposal Conference will be
held at the St. Petersburg Housing Authority’s Central Office
located at 11479 Ulmerton Road, Largo; Florida, 33778 on
Thursday, June 19, 2008 at 3:00 p.m. Proposals are due
by 4:00 p.m. EST on Friday, July 11, 2008.

If you are interested in submitting a proposal, please fax your
request for a RFP package to (727) 489-0799 or
email your request to dleishman@pin-cha.org.
You may also pick up a copy in person at
11479 Ulmerton Road, Largo, FL 33778, from the
Purchasing Department Monday through Friday,
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

PAID WEEKLY
CALL VAN
813.310.0991

YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A
RENT SUBSIDIZED APARTMENT
at

MLF TOWERS
3069 18th Ave. S., St. Petersburg • 727-321-7610

826 49th St. South « St, Petersburg • Florida, J3707

$100.00 PER SALE

If you are 62 years or older, mobility impaired,
or on a limited income

Heels • Hair • Accessories » Beauty Is More Than Hair Deep

(727) 322

The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA), St. Petersburg,
Florida, is requesting proposals from qualified, responsible
property owners and/or property managers interested
in providing rental housing in accordance with the
requirements of the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD).

CREDIT BOOSTERS,LLC

Classified Ads

24 Hours A Day • 365 Days A Year

FBSEDOM?

For sale by

CLASSIFIED
• Mature
• Dependable
• Enjoy Children
- High School Diploma, plus 2 yrs College.

wwwJigondental.com

WEBB S BAIL BONB

www.stpetepier.com or 727-631-6443.

operation 2-1-1 donation

5201 Central Avenue, SL Petersburg

Free.

commemorate African-American freedom. Enjoy music,
comedy, a career fair, drum making, head wrapping, and

DIRECTOR NEEDED FOR
BEFORE & AFTER SCHOOL CARE PROGRAM

$25.00 OFF
YOUR FIRST VISIT

Campbell Park, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. A celebration to

ST. PETERSBURG Join the St. 'Petersburg
Recreation Department dnd
2-1-1 Cares Inc. to help stock
our local food shelters.
Operation Donation is a
massive donation relief effort
throughout Pinellas County
from Monday, June 23 until
Friday, June 27. The goal is
to collect non-perishable
food items for local shelters
and food pantries in; need bf
supplies. You can help by
bringing food donations to a
participating city of St.
Petersburg facility of your
choice: Azalea Recreation

BRING THIS AD IN TO RECEIVE

If you think you can can spot a
person with HIV, consider this:
Did you even spot the error i n the
first six words of this headline?
ANYBODY CAN HAVE HIV. USE PROTECTION.

Right now, AIDS is the leading cause of death

mw

540 Second Ave. S., St: Petersburg, FL
Call us at (727) 823-1575
FL Relay TTY 1-800-955-8771

among African-Americans aged 25 to 44.
If you’re having unprotected sex, you’re
at risk.Be smart: Use protection, and get
tested. For a testing site near you, text your
zip code to #46246

regional employment notice
The U.S. Census Bureau seeks self-motivated, energetic and enthusiastic
persons to join the Atlanta Regional Office. For information on qualifications,
requirements and how to apply follow the links below. The Atlanta Regional

FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
BID NUMBER: FWC 08/09-02
BID TITLE;. Parking Garage - 300 Car Capacity

Census Center will be opening the Early Local Census Offices (ELCOs) for

PRE-BID OPENING:

the 2010 Decennial Census this fall. We will have manager positions available

BID OPENING: June 17, 2008 @ 2:30 P.M.
CONTACT PERSON: Kelly Wright (850) 488-3427

in the states of Alabama, Florida, and Georgia. Opening date for applying is
June 9, 2008 and closing date is June 20, 2008. For more information about
how to apply, open the appropriate link listed.

Visit: www.census.gov/roatl/www/emply.html

Florida department of health
BUREAU OF HIV/AIDS
1.800.FLA.AIDS • WEMAKETHECHANGEXOM

For a complete copy of the bid, go to:

http://vbs.dms.state.fl.us/vbs/main_menu
or FAX your request to (850) 921-2500.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS!
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COMMUNITY NEWS
NSF Program Offers Mentoring
And Money For Science Majors

Co row trofty

Undergraduates selected for this unique program can receive
$3500-$4500 a year for four years of sludy at USF St. Petersburg
ST. PETERSBURG - In its
effort to develop tomorrow’s
scientists, the National Science
Foundation awarded USF St.
Petersburg more than $500,000.
STREAMS, or Supporting
Talented
and
Remarkable
Environmental and Marine
Science students, will benefit
underrepresented groups in the
sciences,
like
minorities,
women and persons with dis
abilities.
The
scholarship
program will offer students the
opportunities
to
study
Environmental Science, Policy
and Geography and participate
in professional development.
Students
selected
for
STREAMS will receive more
than just scholarship money;
they’ll be part of a close-knit
learning
community
for
academic experience combined
with outreach to the local pro

fessional science community.
Each student will receive a
faculty mentor and chances to
participate in academic research
and professional seminars.
“One of my goals is to help,
encourage, support and mentor
female and minority students in
science,” said Kathy CarvalhoKnighton, Ph.D., chemistry
professor and director of
STREAMS. “They need to
know that a career in science is
possible. It’s a way for me to
give back.”
Students in the STREAMS
program can receive help with
the Graduate Record Exam, a
mandatory test for students
applying to graduate school,
and students pursuing graduate
school at USF St. Petersburg or
the; USF College of Marine
Science can qualify for addi
tional scholarship money to

offset the cost of higher-level
courses.
The deadline to apply is
June 30. Applicants must
submit a completed application,
a personal statement, a college
or high school transcript, three
letters of recommendation and
evidence of citizenship or immi
gration status.
For
more
information,
please call (727) 873-4333 or
e-mail streams@stpt.usf.edu.
The Environmental Science,
Policy and Geography program
is one of USF St. Petersburg’s
Programs of Distinction.
It brings together faculty
from mathematics, statistics,
physics, environmental policy,
geography, geology, chemistry
and biology to tackle problems
in ground water modeling,
pollutant assessment and envi
ronmental policy.

Enhanced Security Procedures
For Election Tabulation
CLEARWATER - Pinellas
County Supervisor of Elections
Deborah Clark reported to the
Coimty
Canvassing
Board
Monday that her staff detected
and removed a malware from
the election tabulation system.
She also notified the secretary
of state,.who agreed to have.his
staff review steps taken by the

county to mitigate the situation
and to notify all Florida
Supervisors of Elections.
The malware was discov
ered when a removable USB
drive was transferred from the
election tabulation network
to a county network computer,
which detected it through its

antivirus software. The tabula
tion system computers are on a
closed network.
When the malware was
detected, staff ran an antivirus
scan on all equipment, and any
machines with the malware
were removed from the
network. „r,hr.r.
The malware was identified
as one that was created in 2006,
which spreads by taking files
from a host server and relaying
them to other computers via
the Internet. It is considered
low risk, because this type of
malware is easily detected and
removed.
For future protection, prior

to any use of removable drives,
election staff will manually
download all antivirus software
updates to a CD (not
rewritable), install these on the
tabulation network, and scan
any removable drives before
they are used on the network.
These updates must be done
manually because the closed
tabulation network does not
have Internet access.
At Clark’s request, Pinellas
County IT staff is running a
complete forensic check of
the tabulation system. As, an
added precaution, all tabulation
computers will be completely
scrubbed and reinstalled.

Nonage
UNLIMITED Local & Long Distance Calling

*24.99

BY JEANIE BLUE

Bon Voyage To FAM
Boca Ciega Students!
Let me put forth a
disclaimer for this column
because one of the
students featured is
my daughter, Shakura
Dedmon. Therefore, I
suggest that this column
may appear to have some
bias, but I will try my best
to
remain
objective.
Thanks again to the
community
for
their
support of Shakura with
your donations toward
meeting the financial
goal!
Now with all of that
out of the way -— congrat
ulations to the students
Florida Ambassador of Music
from Boca Ciega High
students from Boca Ciega H.S.
School, St. Petersburg, for
being nominated a Florida
Hutchison-Culbreth added.
Ambassador of Music (FAM)! Eleven students
FAM Shakura Dedmon is playing with the
from Boca Ciega embarked on a 16-day tour of
jazz ensemble and proclaimed that just making
seven European Countries, beginning on
the trip with other Boca Ciega students will
Thursday, June 12. Along with touring
make the trip worthwhile.
Germany, London, France, Switzerland, Italy,
“Just sharing this experience with fellow
Australia, and Liechtenstein, the students will
band members from our school (Boca Ciega)
perform classical and jazz music at previously
scheduled concerts. Students will get to, see the
Eiffel tower and attend musical plays
including the “Mona Lisa.”
After several rehearsals and a concert per
formance for family and friends, all held at Dr.
Phillips High School in Orlando, students flew
from the Orlando and Fort Lauderdale's
Airports to Frankfurt, Germany, where they
assembled again to begin the tour.
Performing before a packed audience at
the Performing Arts Hall at Dr. Phillips, FAM's
orchestra and jazz ensemble performed a
variety of music including Mozart and
featured a full choir singing “Stand By Me”
and other selections. The students performed
in such a professional manner, considering
they only practiced with each other on two
occassions. In addition, they performed four
musical pieces composed by local Florida
composers.
“I feel proud and glad that my son has this
opportunity as a young black male, to explore
other countries and embrace other cultures,
while collaborating with other people,”
Band Director Frank Williams
Florence
Hutchison-Culbreth
stated.

per mortthf

Switch to Vonage and Save W $300 a Year on Your Phone Bill*!
Say No to Higher Phone Bills!
♦ Our price starts tow and stays low5*1.
Satisfaction Guaranteed’1!
• No bundles, no hassles, no introductory
pricing — just reliable phone service at a
reliable price!

Easy to Switch, Easy to Save
• 25 Premium Features at no extra cost
• Free calls to 5 select European countries7
• International locations for as tow as 1 cent
per minute7
• Keep your current phone numberA

Special Offer

$74"’
dco
JEbI1
’S
FREE!
I

• Vonage works with your existing home
phone and high-speed Internet connection
• Award-winning quality and reliability

/month

i

see below for details

(w) Call: 1.800.590.7311
Wayne Culbreth
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Culbreth's son, Wayrje Culbreth II, is a 2008
graduate from Boca Ciega High School and
will play the Tuba and Bass Trumbone as a
FAM participant. Wayne will begin studies in
music in the fall at Grambling State University
in Louisiana. “It shows that he (Wayne) is
willing to step outside ofhis comfort zone and
explore
other
positive
opportunities,”

will make the trip,” Dedmon said.
“It will be great just to go on this
adventure
with
my
fellow
students.”
FAM's jazz ensemble is
directed by Mr. Frank Williams,
band director at Boca Ciega High.
Williams was instrumental in nom
inating FAM's students from St.
Petersburg area schools. Other
conducters included Mr. Michael
Simpson, a music instructor from
Ft. Myers, who serves as one of the
conducters for the orchestra.
Williams urged FAM's Boca
Ciega students to be on alert,
because he also serves as one ofthe
chaperones for the group.
“You were selected because of
your attitudes and performance
abilities,” Williams said. He added
that he expects them to be on their
best behavior. And if anyone has ever met Mr.
Frank Williams, you would know that he
means just what he says.
We wish FAM's tour group all the best and
safe passage to and from Europe. We also
express great pride to see our youth develop in
such a positive manner and be able to take
advantage of this life changing experience.
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JAZZ
JAMM
Listen To Me! I’m Tony Castellano Jr.

Tony
Castellano Jr.

It happens every year and
sometimes twice or more, but be
sure that you can count on
someone new on the jazz scene
showing up from another city,
prepared and ready to be heard.
That’s what’s happening right
here in our town of St.
Petersburg. Let me tell you
about it.
Three weeks ago I was
getting an oil change at Eddie’s
Auto Repair and Becky, the
owner’s secretary yells at me ...
“Hey! Mr. Gee have you ever
heard of Tony Castellano?” My
response was “No, who is he?”
In her Brooklyn, N.Y. accent,
Becky begins to spurt out
musical compliments about this
jazz pianist Castellano, who’s
new in town. She explained that
he was new to St. Petersburg and
was looking for some gigs, and
maybe I could help him. As
many people do when trying to
convince someone to hire
a friend, Becky excitedly
explained to me just how good
he sounded to her. Convincingly,
she stated “I don’t think you’ll be
sorry, if you meet him and listen
to his CD.”
A week passed and finally I
met this jazz pianist Tony
Castellano Jr. He seemed to be
nice enough, outgoing and witty,
but what immediately caught my
interest was his self-confidence.
We chatted about his back
ground and what he was looking

forward to doing here in his new
hometown area of Tampa Bay.
As is usually the case, once a
musician begins to converse
with
another
musician,
inevitably they find that they
have friends in common.
“Would you happen to know
Nap Turner?” he asked.
I
couldn’t help but smile, because
I had met Nap in Washington,
D.C., where he had performed
at one of my first shows
that I promoted on Howard
University’s campus. That was
the beginning of a solid musical
connection.
It’s been said that the branch
doesn’t fall far from the tree.
Tony’s parents were also jazz
musicians. His dad, Tony Sr.,
who also played piano
performed with legendary jazz
artists Dizzy Gillespie and
Sonny Stitt, among others. His
mother was a jazz vocalist, and
her father, a tenor saxophone
player who performed with pop
vocalist Jack Jones.
Tony shared a part of his
extensive travels in conversation
with me. He was born in
Chicago, and at about the age of
six began playing his father’s
piano ... first by ear and then
instruction from his father and
his father’s twin brother Dolph
Castellano, who was also an
accomplished J jazz
pianist.
Dolph was a mainstay on the
jazz music scene in Miami for

more than three decades. With
musicians as parents, there were
always musicians visiting at the
house, such as the extremely
talented jazz musician Ira
Sullivan, who has been playing
in the Tampa Bay area most
recently.
Dining his relatively short
musical career of about 40 plus
years, Tony has played with
some heavyweights such as
Bobby Hutcheson and Richie
Cole. In his earlier years, while
playing in and around Roanoke,
Va., Tony had the opportunity to
open for jazz and blues great Ray
Charles. He’s also jammed with
two of my jazz influences
legendary flautists Herbie Mann
and Paul Hom. He has recorded
with Ira Sullivan, and since
being in Tampa Bay, he has met
and is working fairly steady with
tenor saxophonist Frank Marino.
In order for me to hear how
he sounded, Tony provided me
with a CD that he and Ira
Sullivan have been working on.
It is not finished, but it was
enough for me to flip over.
Tony’s arrangement on the ever
popular tune “Autumn Leaves”
left me begging for more. It
starts out with a subdued under
lying funky beat. Usually, I can
recognize a tune after the first
few notes, but this arrangement
had me pleasantly baffled. It
contained its own quality of
rhythm and mystery. It’s a tight

knit group, and Sullivan and
Tony enjoy some playful
jousting taking turns slinging
concentrated melodic jewels at
one another. As mentioned, it’s a
CD which has not yet been
completed, but based on the
group’s performance on the three
or four tunes it contains, I was
duly impressed. Judging the
levels of originality, arrange
ments, surprise, skill and most of
all, freshness, Tony Castellano
Jr. is the real deal. Get out to
hear him at your earliest oppor
tunity.
You can catch Tony per
forming on Monday at the Stage
Bar, St. Pete Beach; Tuesday at
the Bent Elbow, Largo; and on
Friday, Timparos in Tampa.
Don’t be surprised to see yours
truly sitting at a table taking it all
in. Watching and hearing Tony
Castellano Jr. perform is well
worth it. Here’s ajazz musician
who is dead serious in “Keeping
Jazz Alive!”
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”
Jazz fens - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! YoumayvisitmyWebsiteat:
rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me
at JazzJamm@aol.com. You may
also mail your letters to Rick Gee’s
Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St, S., St
Petersburg, FL 33705.

Laila Ali And Jackie
Joyner-Kersee Team
Up With The
Women’s Sports
Foundation
EAST MEADOW, N.Y. The Women’s Sports
Foundation is the leading
authority on the participation of
women and girls in sports.
The foundation advocates for
equality, educates the public,
conducts research and offers
grants to promote sports and
physical activity for girls and
women.
Recently, the foundation
has re-introduced their speaker
service. For close to 20 years
they have cultivated relation
ships with the most influential
personalities
ranging
from
champion athletes to experts on
women’s issues. A percentage of
each honorarium paid to their
speakers is donated back to
the Foundation and directly
supports girls and women in
sport and physical activity. Two
of the most notable speakers to
team up with the Women’s
Sports Foundation are Laila Ali
and Jackie Joyner-Kersee.
Laila Ali is a current
member of the Women’s Sports
Foundation Board of Trustees
as well as a co-host on the
television program American
Gladiators. She has appeared
on numerous television shows
including, “Good Morning
America,” the “Today Show,”
“Rachel Ray” and “Dancing
with the Stars” while still

holding the title of unde
feated super middleweight
boxing champion of the world.
Laila not only speaks motiva
tionally but has also authored a
book titled “Reach,” geared
toward giving young women the
inspiration to succeed in life.
Jackie Joyner-Kersee is a
six-time Olympic medalist and
the first woman to be given the
Sporting News Athlete of the
Year Award. She is a former
member of the Women’s Sports
Foundation Board of Trustees
and a three-time recipient of
the Sportswoman of the Year
Award. In 2007, she received
one of the highest honors as a
recipient of the International
Olympic Committee’s Women
and Sport trophy for her active
role in the advancement of girls
through sport. Later that year
she spoke to community
members and political leaders
for the University of Hawaii
about Title IX and its impact on
her life as a woman and as an
athlete.
Ali, Joyner-Kersee and
hundreds of other speakers are
available to speak at gradua
tions, clinics, corporate trade
shows, sales conferences, multi
cultural celebrations and more.
For more information about
the actual foundation, visit:
www.womenssportsfoundation.oig.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
In A Titanic Playoff, Tiger Woods
Goes 19 Holes To Win The US Open

Rocco Mediate and
Tiger Woods

BY DOUG FERGUSON
SAN DIEGO (AP) - With a
throbbing knee and a pounding
heart, Tiger Woods made one
last improbable escape and won
the U.S. Open in a l9-hole
playoff over Rocco Mediate on
Monday, his l4th career major
and maybe the most amazing of
them all.
One shot behind after a
collapse no one saw coming,
Woods birdied the l8th hole to
force sudden death at Torrey
Pines against a 45-year-old with
a creaky back who simply
wouldn’t go away.
But that one extra hole was

enough to doom Mediate, trying
to become the oldest U.S. Open
champion at 45 years, 6 months.
He put his tee shot in the
bunker at No. 7, knocked his
approach off a cart path and
against the bleachers, chipped
some 18 feet past the hole and
missed the par putt.
On the verge of one of golfs
greatest upsets, Mediate instead
became another victim.
Woods, who delivered so
many spectacular moments over
four days along the Pacific
Ocean bluffs, needed only a twoputt par at the end to win the
U.S. Open for the third time, and
the first since it last was held on
a public course at Bethpage
Black in 2002.
It capped a remarkable week
for the world’s No. 1 player, who
had not played since April 15
surgery on his left knee and
looked as though every step was
a burden. But the knee held up
for 91 holes, and the payoff was
worth the pain.
“I'm glad I'm done,” Woods

said. “I really don't feel like
playing anymore. It's sore.”
Woods joins Jack Nicklaus
as the only players to capture the
career Grand Slam three times
over.
Mediate's odyssey began
two weeks ago when he had to
survive a sudden-death playoff
simply to qualify for this U.S.
Open. Even more unlikely was
going toe-to-toe with Woods
whom Mediate referred to as a
“monster” and nearly slaying
him.
He had a 20-foot birdie putt
on the l8th hole to win, but it
slid by on the left.
Mediate struggled to keep
his emotions after taking bogey
on the first extra hole, but he
walked off Torrey Pines with
12,000 new friends who
crammed both sides of every
fairway for a playoff that was
tighter than anyone imagined.
“Obviously, I would have
loved to win,” he said. “I don't
know what else to say. They
wanted a show, they got one.”

Did they ever.
From the opening tee shot
Thursday in a light fog known as
“June Gloom,” this U.S. Open
simply shined.
“This is probably the
greatest tournament I’ve ever
had,” Woods said.
It was filled with some ofhis
greatest moments a 30 on the
back nine on Friday to get into
the mix, two eagles from a
combined 100 feet and a chip-in
birdie on Saturday to take the
lead, and one of the biggest putts
ofhis career when he holed a 12foot birdie with the final stroke
of regulation to force the playoff.
Then came a playoff in
which he built a three-shot lead
with eight holes to play, only to
find himself trailing four holes
later.
Next up for Woods? Even he
isn't sure after hobbling around
on a knee that clearly hasn't
healed.
“I'm going to shut it down
for a while,” Woods said.

Boston Celtics Win 17th NBA Title With
131-92 Win Over Los Angeles
BY TOM WITHERS
AP SPORTS WRITER
BOSTON (AP) - Boston
Celtics claimed their 17th NBA
title, and first in 22 years, with
a stunning 131 -92 blowout over
the Los Angeles Lakers on
Tuesday.
On a new parquet floor
below aging championship
banners, the Celtics won the
first title — at last — for Paul
Pierce, Kevin Garnett and Ray
Allen — their Big Three for a
new generation.
Lifted
by
ear-splitting
chants of “Beat L.A.” from
their adoring crowd, which
included Boston greats Bill
Russell, John Havlicek and
JoJo
White,
the
Celtics
concluded a shocking rebound
of a season with a resounding
win over the Lakers in Game 6.
Garnett scored 26 points
with 14 rebounds, Allen scored
26 and Pierce, the finals MVP,
added 17 as the Celtics, a 24win team a year ago, wrapped
up their first crown since 1986.
With the outcome assured,

Boston fans sang into the night
as if they were in a pub on
nearby Canal Street. They
serenaded the newest champs
in this city of champs, and
taunted Kobe Bryant and his
Lakers, who drowned in a
green-and-white wave for 48
minutes.
This was total domination.
The Celtics obliterated the
Lakers, who were trying to
become the first team to
overcome a 3-1 deficit in the
finals.
Boston's
39-point win
surpassed the NBA record for
the biggest margin of victory in
a championship clincher? the
Celtics beat the Lakers 129-96
in Game 5 of the 1965 NBA
finals.
Pierce
doused
Celtics
coach Doc Rivers with red
Gatorade.
Owner
Wyc
Grousbeck, who named his
group Banner 17 to leave no
doubt about his goal, put an
unlit cigar in his mouth — a
tribute to Red Auerbach, the
patriarch who had a hand in the
franchise's first 16 titles.

Garnett dropped to the
parquet and kissed the lep
rechaun at center court, then
found Hall of Famer Bill
Russell for a long embrace.
“I got my own. I got my
own,” Garnett said. “I hope we
made you proud.”
“You sure did,” Russell
said.
Rivers
pulled
Pierce,
Garnett and Allen with 4:01 left
and they shared a group hug
with their coach, who was
nearly run out of town last
season. In the final minute,
Rivers, who lost his father at
the beginning of this remark
able season, was soaked by
Pierce, the Celtics' captain who
decided to stay when things
were bad and was rewarded for
his loyalty
It's was Boston's first title
since the passing of Auerbach,
whose signature victory cigar
was the only thing missing on
this night. Even Auerbach, who
died in 2006, got some satisfac
tion. Led by Rivers, his beloved
team denied Lakers coach Phil
Jackson from overtaking him

with a lOth championship.
A perfect ending: a l7th
title on the l7th of June.
The Boston-Los Angeles
rivalry, nothing more than
black-and-white footage from
the 60s and TV highlights of
players wearing short shorts in
the 80s to young hoops fans,
remains titled toward the
Atlantic Ocean. The Celtics are
9-2 against the Lakers in the
finals.
They missed their first
crack at closing out the series in
Game 5, but didn't miss on their
second swing, running the
Lakers out of their gym.
Bryant, the regular season
MVP, finished with 22 points.
Garnett and Allen were AllStars in other cities, stuck in
Minnesota and Seattle, respec
tively, on teams going nowhere.
But brought together in trades
last summer by Celtics general
manager Danny Ainge, a
member of the ‘86 Celtics
champions, they joined Pierce
and formed an unbreakable
bond, a trio as tight as the club's
lucky shamrock logo.

Former Patriots LB Colvin
Signs With Texans
BY KRISTIE RIEKEN
HOUSTON (AP) - Free
agent
linebacker
Rosevelt
Colvin signed with the Houston
Texans on Monday, giving the
team another pass rusher to pair
with 2006 No. 1 draft pick
Mario Williams.
Colvin spent five years with
the Patriots and was a member
of two Super Bowl winning
teams, but was released by New
England in February. He missed
the last five regular season
games and the playoffs with a
foot injury.
Williams’ 14 sacks last
season tied for third in the NFL,
but the Texans didn't get much
pressure on the quarterback
outside his work.
“My passion is rushing the
passer,” Colvin said. “It's
something I feel like I do well.”
The 30-year-old had 52 1/2
sacks in nine seasons with the

Patriots and the Bears. The
Texans have discussed the pos
sibility of using him at defensive
end as well as linebacker.
“I feel like I'm versatile
enough to play a couple of
different positions. So whether
or not I’ll be playing offensive
line or quarterback, defensive
end or linebacker, it remains to
be seen,” he joked. “As we try to
go forward from here, the most
important thing is that I remain
healthy. I'll try to get my role
and what that's going to be.”
The 6-foot-3, 250-pound
Colvin said he is healthy and
glad to have a team to work with
after being unemployed for
almost four months. He hasn't
had a chance to get in touch with
any of his new defensive
teammates, but has chatted with
receiver Andre' Davis, with
whom he played in New
England.
Colvin's agent Kennard

McGuire would not release
terms of the deal, but when
asked if it was a multiyear
contract he said: “I think that
you're going to see Rosevelt
Colvin here for an extended
period.”
Colvin was a stand-out
player for Purdue and a prep star
at Indianapolis Broad Ripple.
He signed with the Patriots
in 2003 after back-to-back
career highs of 101/2 sacks with
Chicago, but his first season in
New England ended after just
two games because of a hip
injury. He returned to play three
full regular seasons for the
Patriots before last year's injury.
Colvin joins a defense that
features Williams as well as
first-round picks Amobi Okoye
and Travis Johnson on the line
and 2006 Defensive Rookie of
the Year, linebacker DeMeco
Ryans. He said the opportunity
to start over with a young

defense is exciting for him.
“New faces. New situations.
New team. Hopefully same old
Rosey, which is a guy that goes
out works hard and does every
thing he can to make plays and
win games,” Colvin said. “Sort
of the icing on the cake is the
young guys that they have, that
they've been able to develop the
last couple of years on the
defensive side of the ball.”
The signing reunites him
with Texans general manager
Rick Smith, who recruited him
out of high school to play at
Purdue. He said Smith had to
work a bit harder to get him this
time.
“A little more convincing
had to come this time around,
because I'm 30 years old,” said
Colvin, who is married and has
four children. “I'm at a point in
my life where there are other
priorities. Back then, it was just
me I had to worry about.”

Rising Star Logano
Takes Meijer 300

Joey Logano

BY WILL GRAVES
SPARTA, Ky. (AP) - Tom
Logano had modest goals for son
Joey when the 18-year-old
prodigy made his NASCAR
Nationwide Series debut last
month in Dover. The elder
Logano thought it would take
Joey maybe 10 races to reach
Victory Lane.
The kid simply couldn't wait
that long.
Joey Logano became the
youngest winner in Nationwide
Series history Saturday night,
cruising to victory in the Meijer
300 at Kentucky Speedway in his
third series start. Logano, at 18
years, 21 days old, broke the age
record of 18 years, 10 months, 9
days set by Casey Atwood in
Milwaukee in 1999.
“Three starts, two poles, one
win. He's OK,” quipped crew
chief Dave Rogers.
The Joe Gibbs Racing driver
nicknamed “Sliced Bread" might
be even better than that. Logano
took the lead from teammate
Kyle Busch on lap 147 and had
little trouble the rest of the way
after Busch's night ended with a
visit to the wall in the second turn
with 37 laps to go.
“I expected to win here, I
expected to win in Dover,”
Logano said. “I have to win
races. (Losing) is not even an
option.”
Tom Logano watched from
the pits as his son carefully
guided his No. 20 Toyota over
the final laps at the 1.5-mile tri-

oval, then celebrated with what
he called the best Father's Day
present ever.
“It's golden baby! No. 1!”
Tom Logano said.
“I was wondering what I was
going to get for my dad,” Joey
Logano said. “This should work
for sure.”
Hailed as a prodigy by
NASCAR star Mark Martin
when he was just 15, Logano
became the second Kentucky
victor to win from the pole and
the eighth different winner in
eight races since the race's
inception.
It was a run that got consider
ably easier when Busch ran into
trouble on lap 163. Busch started
at the back of the field after
missing qualifying, but wasted
little time getting to the front.
The Sprint Cup star needed just
40 laps to take the lead and led 85
laps before getting loose in the
second turn. He finished 30th.
“I don't know what exactly
happened,” Busch said. “I got
loose and hit the wall I guess.”
“It was unfortunate to see
Kyle hit the fence, but I think our
car was strong enough to maybe
hold him off,” Logano said.
It was certainly strong
enough to hold off the rest of the
field. Logano said he prayed for
green the last 20 laps because he
was running so smoothly.
While his cell phone buzzed
constantly afterward with wellwishers, Logano hardly seemed
ready to party. He's been saddled
with expectations for years, and
admits it would seem “weird" if
he didn't feel the pressure to
perform.
Team owner Joe Gibbs said
before Logano's debut that he
only expected a first or second
every time. Gibbs was kidding,
but the combination ofhis team's
dominance and his young star's
talent could mean the joke is on
the rest of the Nationwide Series.
The weight of getting the
first victory out of the way,
Logano is only too eager to
prepare for the second.
“Now I can get rolling,” he
said.

Jaguars Waive
Smith, 4 Others
JACKSONVILLE (AP) The
Jacksonville
Jaguars
waived defensive end Brian
Smith on Monday, severing ties
with a former fourth-round draft
pick who never played a down
because of injuries.
The Jaguars also waived
offensive tackle Ryan Gibbons,
long-snapper Brett Goode, tight
end Isaac Smolko and receiver
Craphonso Thorpe. The moves
opened up five roster spots for
the team's five unsigned draft
picks.
Smith was the 113th player
selected in 2007, but the former
Missouri standout missed all his

rookie season while recovering
from a hip injury sustained
during his senior season. Smith
also missed all of Jacksonville's
organized
team
activities,
including mini-camp, because
of a leg injury.
Gibbons spent part of
the last two seasons on
Jacksonville's practice squad.
Goode was in training camp
with the Jaguars last year.
Smolko played in the final
five games last season and both
playoff games after spending
most of the year on the practice
squad. Thorpe signed with the
Jaguars on June 2.

Griffey Out Of Lineup
CINCINNATI - Ken Griffey
Jr. was sick on Tuesday, keeping
him out of the Cincinnati Reds
lineup on the night picked to
honor his 600th home run.
Manager Dusty Baker said
Griffey became ill on Monday,
the team's day off, and wasn't
feeling much better. The Reds
planned to honor his 600th
homer before the opener
of a series against the Los

Angeles Dodgers in a pregame
ceremony.
Also, fans received a poster
and baseball card showing his
swing on No. 600. Griffey hit
his 600th homer last week in
Florida, becoming the sixth to
reach the mark.
“He's looking pretty bad,”
Baker said. “He's sick - on his
night. He called yesterday and
said he was feeling bad.”
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STATE NEWS
Florida Universities
Hike Tuition, Cut Staff
GAINESVILLE (AP) Trustees for Florida’s largest
universities responded to a
statewide
budget
crunch
Friday by raising tuition,
cutting staff and limiting
enrollment.
University
of Florida
trustees approved a tuition
hike of up to 15 percent for the
52,000 students at the state’s
largest
university.
Later
Friday, Florida State trustees
in Tallahassee adopted a plan
to
cap
enrollment
and
eliminate 200 jobs.
Florida’s 11 public univer
sities are all facing tough
budget times that included
funding
cuts
from
the
Legislature.
University ofFlorida’s trustees
unanimously approved a six
percent tuition increase for all
students and an additional nine
percent increase for freshmen
and sophomores.
Legislators authorized the
six
percent
systemwide
increase this year. The nine
percent increase was author
ized by the Legislature last
year under a law allowing the
state’s largest universities —
University of Florida, Florida

State University and the
University of South Florida —
to asses extra fees to recruit
faculty and boost research.
The University of Florida has
about 5,285 faculty.
University of Florida
spokesman Steve Orlando said
about 9,400 students will be
assessed the full 15 percent
tuition increase, which will
amount to an additional $415 a
year for most students, he said.
“The fact of the matter is
that we have one of the lowest
tuitions in the country,” said
Orlando. “Even with the
increases, we are still one of
the best deals in the country
for higher education.”
And Orlando said he did
not anticipate a drop in enroll
ment because of the rising
tuition.
“Last year, we had approx
imately 28,000 applications
for 6,600 freshman spots. We
are an excellent bargain for the
price,” he said.
Under the tuition hike
approved Friday, average in
state tuition for freshmen and
sophomores will rise 15
percent to $3,788 and average
tuition for other undergradu-

ates will rise six percent to
$3,568, Orlando said.
Orlando said students with
prepaid tuition or need-based
scholarships will not be
affected.
Florida State trustees said
they will limit enrollment at
least until 2010 at 2,000 fewer
students than were enrolled
last year. The university will
accept about 1,200 fewer
freshmen this year and 800
fewer transfer students, the
school said.
A $31 million reduction in
state money going to the uni
versity also means Florida
State will eliminate more than
200 faculty and staff positions.
Some aren’t filled now, but the
plan could also mean layoffs.
It will also cut the hours
that the National High
Magnetic Field Laboratory
runs, and restrict faculty
travel.
Florida State President
T.K. Wetherell said the budget
cuts have already led some
faculty to move away for
better pay. He said at least 62
faculty members, including 27
who had tenure, have left since
August for higher paying jobs.

Crist Orders 4 Percent
Spending Holdback
BY BRENT KALLESTAD

ORLANDO (AP) - Gov.
Charlie Crist has ordered state
agencies to hold back spending
by four percent just as he did
last year because he’s worried
Florida’s tax revenue shortfalls
will continue after the new
budget year begins July 1.
The holdback is just a pre
caution, Crist said Friday while
in Orlando to attend a confer
ence for people with disabili
ties or special health care needs
and their families.
Whether or not it actually
gets reduced later remains to
be seen,” Crist said. “We just
want to be prudent and fiscally

responsible. These are tough
economic times.”
Crist sent out the directive
Thursday, just a day after
signing a $66 billion state
budget behind closed doors
instead of at the usual public
ceremony.
It’s $5.5 billion less than
the budget he signed a year
ago. The Legislature in
October and March approved
cuts to that budget totaling
about $1.5 billion because of
the revenue shortfalls.
Florida has been hard hit
by the depressed national
economy,
particularly
the
housing market, because it
doesn’t have an income tax and

relies heavily on sales and
other consumption taxes.
State agencies and local
school districts that rely on
state dollars already have been
laying off employees and
taking other cost-cutting steps
in anticipation of the new
budget. The holdback will
mean even more reductions.
State economists revised
their revenue forecast
downward in March and that
estimate served as the basis for
the new budget. But revenues
still came in below the new,
more conservative estimate by
a total of nearly $150 million
in March and April.

Nearly All FCAT Reading,
Math, Science Scores Up
BY BILL KACZOR

TALLAHASSEE (AP) Standardized reading, math and
science test scores are up again
nearly across the board this year,
state education officials said
Tuesday, but they are worried the
upward trend is leveling off for
reading in the early grades.
The Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test results are
improved at every grade level
compared to 2007 except for fifth
grade reading.
Seventy percent of fourthgraders performed at or above
grade level, which is two per
centage points better than last
year but a point below 2005. That
flattening of the trend line is a
signal, said Florida Education
Commissioner Eric Smith.
“We as a state need to move
to the next steps, the next genera
tion of focus on reading achieve
ment and academic excellence,
Smith said.
Smith said the drop in fifthgrade reading from 72 percent at

or above grade level to 67
percent in one year appears to be
unrelated to FCAT problems in
2006.
That’s when this year’s fifthgraders (in third grade at the
time) received inflated scores
because the reading test was too
easy. Officials didn’t discover the
problem until a year later. Third
graders must pass the FCAT
reading test to advance, and the
inflated scores meant some
children were promoted when
they should have been held back.
Smith said relatively few
students fell into that category
and that outside consultants have
confirmed it was not a factor in
this year’s lower fifth-grade
reading results.
High school students also
must pass the 10th grade math
and reading tests to graduate. In
addition, the FCAT determines
grades used to reward and
sanction schools and in some
cases award teachers merit pay
bonuses.
In all grades, at least half of

the students performed at or
above grade level in math this
year. For reading, all except ninth
and 1 Oth grades hit the 50 percent
benchmark. In science, though,
none did.
Ninth and 1 Oth grade reading
scores remained low even though
the same students did better on
the FCAT when they were in ele
mentary and middle school.
Officials said that doesn’t mean
they are regressing.
What they took in the third
grade and what they took in the
10th grade are two different
animals,” said Jay Pfeiffer,
deputy
commissioner
of
accountability, research and
measurement.
Smith said the importance of
comprehension, fluency and
vocabulary increases as students
move up in grade.
Officials don’t have an
answer yet for the low science
scores. Smith said one factor
may be that the test, first given in
2003, is still fairly new.

Florida Democrats Seek
Obama Unity At Fundraiser
BY BRENDAN FARRINGTON

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - The
Florida Democratic Party made a
huge effort to unify activists
behind Barack Obama after more
than a year of drama over the
state’s primary and the prolonged
battle to see who would secure the
nomination.
It pretty much worked.
More than 1,400 attended the
state party’s annual JeffersonJackson dinner and there were
plenty of signs, stickers and
buttons for Obama. Speaker after
speaker urged the crowd to get
behind the Illinois senator
whether or not they supported
Hillary Clinton.
“The truth of the matter is,
my friends, those of you who
supported Hillary Clinton are in
many ways the most important
people in the room,” said U.S.
Rep. Robert Wexler. We under
stand how hard you worked, we
understand how emotional and
passionate you all are.”
“But now, Wexler said,
Democrats have to come together
as a family and Clinton support
ers need to work just as hard for
Obama. The crowd’s response
was less than raucous, but there
were certainly signs that party
activists were moving forward
after a nearly evenly divided
primary.
“I’m not wearing an Obama
sticker only because it’s so raw,”
said Diana Wasserman-Rubin, a
Broward County Commissioner
who was a Clinton fundraiser.

She said Obama can bring
people together if he chooses
Clinton as a running mate.
“If we’re talking about
unifying the party, he should
bring her on. At least ask her,”
Wasserman-Rubin said. “I’m
holding out for that moment.”
Stephen Gaskill, a Clinton
supporter from Fort Lauderdale,
said the dispute over the primary
added some resentment to his
candidate’s defeat.
“Florida loves Hillary. They
know her, they’re fond of the
Clintons and she decisively won
the primary,” he said.
But he also said Clinton sup
porters will support Obama
against Republican John McCain.
“People realize the stakes are
so high,” Gaskill said. As
Floridians get to know Obama,
they’ll enthusiastically support
him.”
That’s what Pennsylvania
Gov. Ed Rendell predicted.
“You ain’t seen nothing yet.
Because Sen. Obama has not
been able to come into Florida,
you have no idea how good a
candidate he is,” said Rendell,
who supported Clinton.
In a videotaped message,
Obama apologized for not
attending the dinner, which raised
$750,000 for the state party, but
promised he will spend a lot of
time in Florida. He is returning to
the state in a week.
Obama supporters were
actively reaching out at the event.
State Rep. Loranne Ausley, who
has been helping the Obama

Sen. Barack Obama

campaign for more than a year,
spent the day going around to
caucus meetings and talking
about her candidate.
'“There’s some healing to
do,” she said. But she said all
were receptive to her message
about Obama and Clinton sup
porters nodded in agreement
when she spoke.
Similarly,
Obama’s
top
Florida fundraiser, Kirk Wagar,
was reaching out to Clinton’s
finance people.
“I don’t see any reticence. We
all had our favorite candidate, but
I don’t think anyone chose a
candidate because they didn’t like
the other,” he said. “Florida is
going to respond to him.”

Florida Teachers Union Sues
State Over Voucher Vote
BY BILL KACZOR

TALLAHASSEE (AP) Florida’s statewide teachers
union and associations repre
senting school boards, superin
tendents and administrators
sued the state on Friday to
remove
two
pro-voucher
proposals from the Nov. 4
ballot.
They were joined by other
groups that advocate churchstate separation for the lawsuit
filed here in state Circuit Court.
A lawyer for the organizations
said it’ll probably wind up in the
Florida Supreme Court.
Vouchers allow students to
attend religious and other
private schools at public
expense.
The amendments are
designed to restore former
Gov. Jeb Bush’s Opportunity
Scholarship Program that gave
vouchers to students from
failing public schools. The
Florida Supreme Court ruled it
was unconstitutional in 2006.
The ballot proposals also
would protect two
other
voucher programs for low
income and disabled students
and any new ones from similar
legal challenges.
Jim Warford, executive
director of the Florida
Association of School
Administrators, said at a news
conference that the amendments
are “part of a well-organized,
well-financed campaign to
outsource public schools.”
Rabbi Merrill Shapiro, vice
president of Americans United
for Separation of Church and
State, said it’s wrong to give
taxes paid by Jews such as
himself, Moslems and other

non-Christians
to
church
schools that teach “we’re going
to hell.”
Both measures were put on
the ballot by the Taxation and
Budget Reform Commission,
which meets every 20 years.
“The commission has run
amok” by offering amendments
beyond its constitutional scope,
said Ron Meyer, a lawyer
for the Florida Education
Association, the statewide
teachers union.
Commissioner Greg Turbeville,
a former Bush aide who
sponsored one amendment and
supported the other, said the
panel’s budgetary responsibili
ties are very broad and include
school spending issues.
Meyer, though, said the
Florida Constitution limits
the commission’s budgetary
authority to process matters, not
expenditures.
The lawsuit also alleges the
amendments, neither of which
mention vouchers, are “flying
under false colors” and “hiding
the ball,” Meyer said. Courts
have used those terms when
removing deceptive issues from
the ballot.
Turbeville’s Amendment 9
would allow exceptions — such
as vouchers — to a constitution
al limit on state primary and
secondary education funding to
public schools. It also would
require school districts to spend
65 percent of their budgets in
the classroom.
Amendment 7 would repeal
a ban on state financial aid to
churches and other religious
organizations. It was sponsored
by Commissioner Patricia
Levesque, a former gubernatori
al aide and now executive

director
of
Bush’s
two
education policy foundations.
The Supreme Court based
it’s ruling against Bush’s
voucher program on the public
school funding provision. An
appellate court also found the
vouchers violated the religious
aid ban, but the high court
declined to rule on that issue. .
“It’s
disappointing
the
teachers union is working to
prevent
Floridians
from
expressing their opinion on
these issues, especially since
more funding for the classroom
could mean higher teacher pay,
smaller class size and less
bureaucratic waste,” said Bush
spokeswoman Kristy Campbell.
School officials, though, say
most districts already spend at
least 65 percent of their money
in the classroom.
Each amendment will need
60 percent approval if they stay
on the ballot.
A Quinnipiac University
poll shows Florida voters
oppose lifting the religious
funding ban 56 to 38 percent but
they support Amendment 9 by
63 to 25 percent. Pollsters
attributed the difference to the
65 percent classroom funding
provision.
The Connecticut school
polled 1,625 Florida voters May
27 through June 1. The poll has
a margin of error of 2.4 percent
age points.
Other groups suing include
the American Civil Liberties
Union, People for the American
Way and the Anti-Defamation
League.
Turbeville said some are
just trying to protect their turf.
“They are putting politics
ahead of good policy,” he said.
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NATIONAL NEWS
Hard Week, Soft Landing
For Obama’s Wife
BY CHARLES BABINGTON

- COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) It has been a rough 10 days for
Michelle
Obama.
Internet
rumors claimed there was a
videotape of her criticizing
“whitey” from a chinch pulpit. A
Fox News analyst suggested that
her affectionate on-stage knuckle
bump with her husband, on the
night he locked up the
Democratic presidential nomina
tion, might have been a
“terrorist’s fist jab.” Fox also
labeled her a “baby mama,” a
term some use for unwed
mothers.
The rumors and innuendo
reached the point that Barack
Obama’s campaign launched a
new Web site this week, fightthesmears.com. The first allega
tion it denied was the “whitey”
claim, stating, “No such tape
exists.”
On Friday, Michelle Obama
made her first public appearance
since these hubbubs arose, and
the campaign made sure she had
a nice, soft landing.
She introduced her husband
to about 40 elderly people at the
Oakleaf Village
retirement
center in Columbus, Ohio. The
potential first lady quickly had
the roomful of grandparents
chuckling and applauding as she
managed to praise them along

with her husband and their two
daughters.
Noting that her 70-year-old
mother cares for the girls when
she is away, Obama said, “She
does just what I’m sure you do.
She treats them like queens.”
“They get ice cream all the
time, they’re jumping on the
couch,” she said, prompting
laughter. And when she protests
that her mother never treated her
own children that way, Obama
continued, the reply is, “‘Yes.
You weren’t my grandchildren. ’”
She
quickly
tied the
anecdotes to her husband’s
theme of the day, retirement
security. Her mother can help so
much, Michelle Obama said,
because of Social Security and
her late father’s pension benefits.
“In the Obama household,”
she said, “we know that we have
to do the utmost to make sure
that our seniors are whole and
they’re healthy and they’re
thriving.”
In her four-minute speech,
Michelle Obama also burnished
her patriotic credentials, which
have come under attack from
various critics. The Tennessee
Republican Party aired a video
of her saying earlier this year that
she was proud of her country
“for the first time during my
adult lifetime.”
Obama told the elderly

BY JESSE MUHAMMAD

Michelle Obama

audience that her daughter,
Malia, “will be 10 on the Fourth
of July. Yes, we planned it that
way. I cooperated. I was
supposed to have her on July
first, but I waited, because my
daughter would be more
historic.”
Barack Obama picked up his
cues after his wife spoke of her
pride and faith in him.
“Who is that person?” he
said playfully. “She never says
such nice things about me at
home. But I revel in it, I really
enjoy listening to her praise me
like that, because when I get
home, she will remind me that I
didn’t make the bed.”

NASCAR Suspends 2 Officials
i—in Lawsuit Investigation
BY JENNA FRYER
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) Two officials named in a $225
million racial discrimination
and sexual harassment lawsuit
against NASCAR have been
placed on administrative leave
for violating company policy.
The officials, who were not
immediately identified, were
sent home from Kentucky
Speedway on Friday evening, a
person familiar with the
NASCAR investigation told the
AP. The person requested
anonymity because NASCAR’s
investigation is ongoing.
Mauricia Grant filed her suit
Tuesday, alleging 23 specific
incidents of sexual harassment
and 34 specific incidents of
racial and gender discrimination
during her time as a technical
inspector
for
NASCAR’s
second-tier Nationwide Series.
Grant, who is black, claims
her October 2007 firing was
retaliation for complaining
about the way she was treated
on the job from her January
2005 hiring.
NASCAR sent a team of
investigators from its human
resources and legal offices to
Kentucky this weekend to
interview those named in the
shit.
Of
27
interviews
conducted away from the track
Thursday and Friday, two
officials were found to have
engaged in behavior that
violated NASCAR policy.
Their leave is indefinite, but
paid.
■ "We take this issue very
seriously, and we’re going to
always do everything we can to
maintain a professional work
place,” NASCAR spokesman
Ramsey Poston said.
NASCAR chairman Brian
France has not addressed the
validity of Grant’s claims, but
said the former official never

made a formal complaint or
followed NASCAR policy in
reporting harassment.
Investigators have failed to
uncover a single instance where
Grant complained to her super
visors or other NASCAR
employees about the way she
was treated, and NASCAR
plans to continue defending the
organization against the lawsuit,
the person familiar with the
investigation told AP.
Grant has said she followed
the chain of command all the
way to Nationwide Series
director Joe Balash, but stopped
short of telling human resources
because she was reprimanded
by that department for a
separate incident two weeks
after lodging her complaint. She
said she viewed the reprimand,
which included a threat of ter
mination, as retaliation for com
plaining to Balash.
Named in the suit are
Balash, assistant series director
Mike Dolan, two supervisors,
NASCAR’s senior manager for
business relations, the human
resources director and 17
officials who were Grant’s co
workers.
The two employees placed
on leave Friday were among
those 17 officials. Balash,
Dolan and the two supervisors
remained on site in Kentucky
for Saturday night’s Nationwide
Series race.
Grant’s lawyer, Benedict P.
Morelli of Morelli Ratner PC,
called
NASCAR’s
action
"unbelievable and astonishing”
but said it was too little too late
for his client.
"It seems to me that maybe
they should close the bam door
before the horse runs out,
instead of after the horse runs
out,” Morelli told AP. "This is
what you do when you are in a
defensive posture. They should
have known this was going on.”

History-Making Black
Martial Artist Robbed
Of Olympic Dream

In her suit, Grant claims she
was referred to as "Nappy
Headed Mo” and "Queen
Sheba,” by co-workers, was
often told she worked on
"colored people time,” and was
frightened by one official who
routinely made references to the
Ku Klux Klan.
In addition, Grant said she
was
subjected
to
sexual
advances from male co
workers, two of whom allegedly
exposed themselves to her, and
graphic and lewd jokes. She
says she has e-mails and text
messages to support her claims.
One of the officials named
in the suit told AP earlier this
week that Grant never once
complained about how she was
treated in the time the two spent
together away from the track.
Mike Wilford also said she was
a willing participant in graphic
and lewd jokes and has
"twisted” events to benefit her
suit.
Morelli said NASCAR’s
action Friday, coupled with
Wilford’s admission that ques
tionable
behavior
existed,
bolsters Grant’s claims.
"All this does is prove that
she was telling the truth,”
Morelli said. "It’s proof
positive that it was going on,
and it’s too little too late.”
Wilford, who is Hispanic, is
one of two officials named in
the suit who no longer works for
NASCAR. He said he left the
company willingly to pursue
another career in Arizona. Grant
claims he was fired.
A second official, David
Duke, was fired roughly six
weeks ago. Duke is listed
numerous times in the suit, and
allegedly sent Grant graphic
text messages, but NASCAR
said his termination was
unrelated to Grant’s claims.

HOUSTON (NNPA) “When I won the silver medal in
2004 I was depressed because I
felt I’d failed my country when I
didn’t win the gold. Afterwards,
I totally dedicated myself to
winning the gold in 2008. Now
this”, said Nia Abdallah. This
was her first statement since
being robbed of her Olympic
dream. A press conference and
rally was held last month at
Solomon’s Temple of Martial
Arts Fitness Center located in
Houston.
“When I was four years old
I told my grandfather, who was a
fan of Jesse Owens, that one day
I was going to win the
Olympics. Since a little girl I
have been headed in this
direction. I’m still in shock. I am
my own worst critic, but I
honestly do not see what I could
have
done
better,”
said
Abdallah, who is the first U.S.
woman to medal in the sport and
first black woman to do so.
“The more I view the fight
in its entirety the more
nauseated I become,” said Deric
Muhammad of the MMM
Ministry of Justice. “The way
Nia was treated was a slap in the
face to Jesse Owens, Wilma
Rudolph, Carl Lewis and to all
who opened the way for the
elimination of discrimination in
the Olympic Games.”
There is now a movement
afoot to get justice for Abdallah,
whom many believed was
robbed by the 2008 United
States Olympic Committee
(USOC) in her April 5 Des
Moines Olympic trial match
against Diana Lopez of the
newly famed Lopez family who
is now appearing in many
corporate sponsored commer
cials and recently appeared on
the Jay Leno Show.
Videos of the taped battle
have been circulating aggres-

sively over the internet where 99
percent of the viewers vote that
Abdallah won. Countless blogs
have been on fire with contro
versy over the injustice and
letters are flying off to the
USOC committee demanding
answers.
Nia trounced Diana so con Nia Abdallah (third from left)
vincingly that the crowd erupted delivers her first statement to
the press in Houston. She is
into boos when Lopez was
Joined by (l-r) Attorney
declared the winner. The video
Warren Muhammad, Deric
has since been pulled down
Muhammad, her father
from YouTube several times by
Thomas Duhart and support
the USOC to avoid continued
ers at Solomon's Temple of
viewing.
Martial Arts
While the Lopez family is
highly respected in the world of truly the best man or woman
Tae Kwon Do, experts declare may win. A Congressional
that they are going to Beijing Inquiry is needed to determine
dishonorably and fear that the the merits of what has taken
bureaucracy associated with last place in the debacle of the Nia
month’s unbelievable outcome Abdallah v. Dianna Lopez
will represent a black eye for the match and the rules and regula
future of the discipline which tions that govern die competi
officially became an Olympic tion.”
Black Belt Magazine’s
sport in the year 2000. Much has
been made of the Lopez family Floyd Burke said in a release, ”1
being the first American trio of thought it was an outrage. I have
siblings to compete in the heard from Taekwondo stylists
Olympics since 1904. But all all over the country who are
outraged by the poor judging.”
one has to do is view the Nia vs.
William Muhammad, a
Diana video and it is clear that
their presence there will be more second degree Black Belt and
owner of Solomon’s Temple
“marketing” than martial arts.
Joined by several dozen at said, “This was going to be a set
up regardless if it was Nia or any
the press conference, Ms.
Abdallah’s parents, Thomas and other fighter because they want
Rhonda Duhart were outraged to make history by using the
Lopez family. Nia was the better
as well. “It is extremely painful
fighter and should be in the
to watch her go through this.
Olympics. The Taekwondo
She worked so hard to prepare
herself to represent this country Federation needs to bring back
and she was robbed of her integrity to the sport which has
opportunity. Something must be been overshadowed now by
politics.”
done,” said Duhart.
Protestors are also challeng
Attorney Warren Muhammad
ing
all Tae Kwon Do athletes
is representing the family and he
and
enthusiasts in attendance in
commented that “While this
case is about Nia Abdallah, it is Beijing to stand and turn their
about more than Nia. It is about backs moments before Diana
every child, teenager and young Lopez competes in remem
adult who dedicates themselves brance of the Taekwondo
to sport and aspires to Olympic principle of honor that was
competition. It is about insuring violated to advance her to the
fairness, a level playing, where Olympics.

New Orleans Pastor Calls For
Black Men To Step Up
NEW ORLEANS (NNPA) The Rev. Tom B. Watson, a 25year community servant and
pastor for some 20 years, is
“Calling the Community to
Order” as it pertains to boys
and men, specifically violence,
drugs and homicide.
Watson, former superin
tendent of the Milne’s Boys
Home and the founder and
pastor of Watson Teaching
Ministries, acknowledges that
there is a void in New Orleans
in terms of leadership and
fathers in homes. The church,
which has been the foundation
of the community for decades,
also struggles to rebound and
rebuild after Katrina.
Watson
will
lead
a
citywide, town hall forum on
Wednesday, June 18, to declare
“The Man is Important!” But,
there is a need for “order,” he
says.
His concern for the respon
sibility of men is coupled with
other
persistent
socio
economic
issues,
which
threaten to devastate the male
and the family.
“The Call to Order trans
lates into a call for action to
strengthen men now and save
our boys from extinction,”

Pastor Watson explains. “We
have to stop the assault on
men, in terms of violence,
crime, disease, and other
hardships that threaten to
destroy them. Two, we have to
make men see their necessary
role in bringing the community
to order. And three, we must
continue to empower and
develop men so that they can
take their rightful place in their
families and this community.”
More than just a gathering,
the town hall aims to re-ignite
programs that Pastor Watson
and his wife and partner in
ministry, the Rev. Pat Watson,
have spearheaded for years.
Among them is a male mentor
ship program and a rites of
passage program which takes
males from boyhood to
manhood in a nurturing and
results-oriented model. His
wife started the first Family
Preservation
Program
at
Kingsley House more than two
decades ago.
The town hall forum will
lay the foundation for the twoday citywide men’s conference
at Watson Memorial Teaching
Ministries. The conference will
run Thursday and Friday, June
19 and 20, beginning at 7:30

p.m.
The speaker on Thursday is
nationally re-known Dr. Frank
Reid, senior pastor of Bethel
AME Church in Baltimore,
Md. Friday’s speaker is Pastor
Antoine
Barrier
from
Household
of
Faith
International in New Orleans.
Friday night is a male only
worship service. The guest
psalmist both nights is New
Orleans native Jai Reed.
Workshops for men and
women dealing with family
and social/spiritual issues will
be held prior to the conference
at 6:30 p.m. on both Thursday
and Friday.
This citywide men’s con
ference is in its l5th consecu
tive year. It is a major outreach
of Watson Memorial Teaching
Ministries and its Family
Center of Hope Educational
and Social Agency, where the
congregation
says
it
is
“Making
the
Impossible,
Possible!”
For more information, visit
Watson Teaching Ministries on
the Web at www.watsonmemorial.org,
or
call
Angela
Anthony at (504) 899-4400.
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Protective equipment
is a “no-brainerM when
skateboarding and practicing
tricks. I always wear a helmet
and I don’t mind wearing the
knee and elbow pads either.

Annimills LLC © 2008 V5-N24

School’s Out - Safety’s In!
Now that school is out, you will
have to take care of yourself a little
more. Make sure that safety is in
your day as well as fun, fun, fun!
During vacation there is more free
time to enjoy. There are lots of things
you can do outside every day.
Make yourself this chart to help
you remember ways to keep safely
in mind while having fun:

Thunder and Lightning
Storms

Water Safety

Eeek! "
Head for
the nest...
er, shelter.

• get scissors
• cut out the strips of Rules
• study the Charts and Rules
• glue each strip of Rules into the
Chart that matches best

Reflectors and lights are needed
for others to see you.

I love this
^limbing baru

Hang up the phone;
the lines can carry electricity.

Go into a building or car to keep safe,

A safety helmet is necessary.

Obey all the traffic rules.

Don’t swim out over your head.

Learn how to float and swim.

Playground

Skateboards, Inline Skates
kv and Bicycles

Get off seesaws, swings carefuiy.

Don’t show off - you might fall off.

Stop swimming - getoutof fhe water.

Always go swimming with a friend.

Share and take turns on equipment.

jig-

. v : . -!•w

^nu|

■"f"|! 1 1 y S1 A •-<*
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Enter the Reading Club Fun
F/ne

Safety

*'**' 9 f H

Hiking and Camping

♦ Free Stlc.

Book Giveaway
This summer we will give away dozens of hooks and lots of
stickers to encourage kids to read. Just send in this signed
form to be entered in the giveaway. No purchase needed.
One entry per person per week. (Void where prohibited by law.)
Visit ReacfingClubFun.com for more details,
whj|e
Cut out &

Reading Club Fun
P.O. Box 646
Canton, CT 06019

mail this
form to:

Name
Age
Street/Apt.

(Hint: do the fire safety rules first)
If you have to move on, mark a trail
as You 9° f°r °^ers *°
Make sure your campfire is
completely out.
If lost, stay in one spot,
(“hug a tree”)

Chatter
bought a
lifevest for
me to wear
. while

City/Town

Fire! Leave quickly and
call the fire department

Which newspaper is this?
Grownup’s Last Name

Lost in the woods? Stay calm.

Grownup’s signature (over 18)
Never play with matches or lighters.

Email address:

Stay Safe While Having Summer Fun! Add and subtract betters and
z

w

items to see what you will help to

spread if you follow these easy rules:

S + A

y-

G +

EA Caution: Monkey in boat not included in puzzle.

/***
1—

(be careful how you spell this - ask Mom or Dad)
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

■

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

(727) 822-2089

Progressive Missionary

BETHELl894@KNOLOGY.NET

Baptist Church

Worship Services...,.............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Breakfast MinistrY....................JSundaY 8:00 ajm.
Church School......................................... .9:00 ajm.
Morning Worship................................ ...10:30 ajm.
Bible StudY............................ ...TuesdaY 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church................... Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

Sunday School.................. ..............................................9:00 a.m.
Prayer Service (Wed)......,............................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wed)................................ .........................6:30 p.m.

Mission Statement:
Impact the world by equipping believers
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.

Reverend David L.
and Dorothy
Connelly

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

to reach the lost with the gospel ofJesus Christ.

Senior Pastor

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

St. Mark African Methodist Episcopal Church
“Where Everybody is Somebody”
2401 - 5th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 823-6666
Rev. Keturah D. Pittman, Pastor

sa
place tor

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Yo

(727) 327-1373
Early Morning Worship................................................................. ...7:30a.m.
Sunday School......................................

.9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship............................................

11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ...................7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer Meeting..................................................................... 11:00a.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

in the

Weekly Schedule

AFRICAN METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
•
i*

Sunday School.............................................. •'............ 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Early Morning Worship Service...11:00 a.m.
Monday Prayer & Praise..................................... 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Studys.......... ...................... „...6:30 p.m.
Friday/Youth Activities......................................... 6:30 p.tn.

‘Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church’

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH
1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

Victory Christian Center Church

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com
■

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”

10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.

Schedule of Services

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

(except Wednesdays)

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center; please call (727) 321-0911

Radio Broadcast; WRXB @ 9:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Transportation Service is Available by calling: 727/463-1120

“Nursery and Youth Services Available

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!"

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

Walking In The. Promised Vision

Of God In Christ

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Come Grow With Us!

www.travelwiththechurch.com

www.abundant-harvest.org

(to book your travel engagements)

‘VVaCking Qn ‘The TromisecC Vision”

Saipt Jolji) Primitive Baptist Church

HR ■ SB TT

Log on:

(727) 686-9356

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

Dominion and Power

Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Wo r s h i p C e n t e r

(727) 896-4356

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service ,

Wednesday

inrtfrarvest

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

U RCSH NBF «■«»■» «M «B

Friday Prayer -7:00. p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Supt. Mitchell L Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Queen Street
Church

3012 18th Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712

Church Of God In Christ

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755

Seek.

Looking for a place to gain deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn't matter?
A non-denominationai church that believes
God should be user-friendly?

Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk l340.com
Scheduled Services:
Early Morning........ ................
8:00 a.m.
Church School......................
.....9:45 ajn.
Mid-Morning................................
..11:00 a.m.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study......... 7:00 p.m.

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375

Pastor isiah & First

“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”
Sunday School...........................9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship.... ..............................11:00 a.m.

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Cooperate Prayer/Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
1115 N. Martin Luther King Ave.
Clearwater, Florida 33755
727.441.1759

Trinity <Pres6yterian Church
2830 22ndAvenue South
St. <Peters6urg, Fidrida 33712
727-327-8590
Email: trinityp@tampabay.rr.com
Alfonso Woods,
Pastor

pastorwoods07@yahoo.com

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study — Wednesday — 6:30 p.m.
Holy Communion Every First Sunday

Communion............................. ............. First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting.......... 7:00 p.m. -

7:30p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study....:............7:30 p.m. -

8:30p.m.

Wednesday Youth Bible Study......7:00 pan. - 8:00 p.m.

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Wednesday Tutoring.................... 6:00 pan. -

7:00pan.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

First Baptist Institutional
Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

T RwcRwrtiwJoyHJtevts, Minister
& Veronica Davis

Dominion Worship Center Ministries
“Learn To Take DOMINION Over Your Life"

“Join Vs’

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

EarCy Sunday Service................

727-321-8574

8:00' am

T----

Sunday ScfwoCEnrichment................9.10 am

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Sunday Service......................................... 10:00am
‘Monday-Coryorate Prayer...... 6:00 & 7:30

11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

‘Wednesday-Coryarate Prayer........6:00am
Wednesday Pidde Study
and Pamdy Training ifr...............7:30 ym
Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

Sunday- Coryorate ‘Prayer.............6:00 am

Bishop Albert E. Weaver
& Lady Tonya Weaver
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 * www.stmarkch.org

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampafaayjrr.com

Schedule of Services

Sunday Worship Service..... ..10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................... ....9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday).. ....7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).... ....7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”
Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: info@greatermtzioname.org
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship............ ..................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School......................... ..................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..................... ................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Vintage Bible Study.. ..11:00 a.m.-12 noon
Wednesday Bible Study............. ..................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service......... ..................7:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 ajn.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city"

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Church School........................................... • • . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.......................... ..
10:45 p.m.
Baptist Training Union................................ 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

10th Street Church Of God

Friendship

207 - 10th Street North

Missionary Baptist Ch urch

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

3300 31st Street South

(727) 898-9407

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Sunday School ..••.•••..•.••.•••••••.........9:30 ajn.

www. fmbctheship. org

Morning Worship ..••••.••..•••••••..•••11:00 ajn.

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Sunday............. 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 pan.

"Serving and Saving

Sunday School........................................ 9:30 A.M.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 pjn.

"Helping and
Healing" .

Wednesday................ Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Thursday..................... 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

"Praying and
Praising"

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

Sunday

The Rock

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

of

Sunday School -10:30 ajn.

P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pan.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pjn.
Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 am.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pm.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pm.

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Church School:............. .........

9:15 a.tn. -10:00 a.m.

Devotion:...................................

10:00 a.m. -;10:20 a.m.

Praise and Worship:.............

10:20 a.m. A 10:30 a.m.

Morning Worship Service:

..............................10:30 a.m.

Bible Study each Tuesday:

................................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:

(727) 327-0015
«THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 — 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 - Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Our Purpose Is The Advancement Of Goo’s Kingdom And j
Promotion Of The Spiritual. Moral, Social And Economic ;
Welfare Of Our Members And Community

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org

Wisdom School 9:50 AM.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

Services
" Sunday: 8:00am And 1 0:00am f.
Wednesday: 7:00pm

Church School.................................9:00 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM. (Wed.)

Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin................................................. Associate Pastor

Wednesday Services:

The Reverend Dr. Vikki T. Gaskin-Butler................................ Associate Pastor

Children & Youth Ministry................................................................................ JoyceRobinson

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Midweek P.U.S.H.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study). .7:00 p.m.

Clerk Ministry............................................................................................... WyvonniaMcGee

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope ”

I

Reverend Dr. Manuel Sykes

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People’1

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street Street
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. A. Anthony Robinson HI

Isi^B^JisnsnaimiaiiJiriiii

727-327-0593

Sunday School: 9.30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 12:00 noon
and Thursday, 6:45 p.m.
Phillipians 3 :14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

!03 73RD AVENUE | ST^E^EACH, R. 33WT

Sunday_______ ___________
Corporate Prayer 1030 am
Worship Service

1100 am

Thursday
Corporate Prayer 6:30 pm
BibleStudy

700 pm

Saturday_______ _______

TCew net. e^ipe Primitive Baptist tflnirch

Corporate Prayer 9Wam

u& Peculiar People Persuaded to Perform ’Bio Purpoee”

Children’s Church Available
18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 3371Z
Phone^T) 327-9904 . Fax:(727)322-0409
School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
lay Night Prayer Meeting & BiMeStudy-7tOOPM

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Finance Ministry............................................................................. James Robinson

Christ

YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pm.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Jfefu JJJjtlahelpfjta: QTammumt^r

ih

A. M. Service -11:30 am.

Sunday Morning Bible Class...............................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship...........'..................... 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday................................ 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship....................................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class..... ........................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Clpss...... ......................7:00 p.m.

(p[ace a directory ad
for your church
here today!

Ovd

SERVICES
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

vr

Elder Clarence Welch, Rastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Proycr Tw(T) Church

20th Street
Church Of Christ

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

M

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

Pastor 8i Founder of Revealing Truth Ministries 3

www.revehlirr
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CHURCH NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
"One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism, One Church”

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”

Our Esteemed Pastor, the Reverend
Carlos L. Senior and the New Hope
Church family invite you to worship with
us on Sunday morning. Our services for
the day include Early Morning Service at
7:45, Sunday School at 9:15 (classes for
all ages) and Mid-Morning Service at
10:30.

mornings at 11:00. We invite you to join
us as we pray for the needs of the people
throughout the world.
“Do not be
anxious about anything, but in every
thing, by prayer and petition, with
thanksgiving, present your requests to
God.”

Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., God’s anointed and appointed leader and the entire
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church Family extends a cordial welcome to each of you.
Join us for worship services at 7:45 and 10:45 a.m.
We are believers in Christ who are reaching out to the world,
preaching the gospel to the unsaved and teaching the saved to serve by
demonstrating the love of Christ.
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

Weekly Meditation on WRXB at 6:45 a.m. Tune in to hear Dr. John A. Evans, Sr.
UPCOMING EVENTS

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

(Prayer, Understanding, & Spiritual
Healing)
Prayer Service and Bible Study are
held on Wednesday evenings. Prayer
Service begins at 6:30 in the evening and
Bible Study begins at 7:30. Won’t you
join us?
Prayer Band is held on Thursday

(Call 727-896-5228 for details)
• June 21 - Prayer Breakfast, 9:00- Sister
Margie Senior is the speaker. $7 donation
• June 22 - Youth Who Cook - immedi
ately after service. $5 donation
Thought for the Week: “When you feel
like griping, start counting your
blessings.”

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the leader
ship of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the Reverend Brian
Kenneth Brown, its official staff of Deacons and Trustees, and
the entire congregation of St. Mark, extends to the community
at large, its wishes that there would be an overflowing of God’s
blessings upon their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its central theme, a belief that we
are a haven ofhope, help, and healing for a world hungering for
and thirsting after the enlightened word ofGod. At St. Mark, we
are Christians willing to work and partner in unity, praising God
for His awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.
Events for the Month of June
June 16-20 National Congress of Christian Workers Houston, TX.
June 25 -28
Congress No.
2
with
Southside
Tabernacle hosting. St. Mark youth will attend Saturday, June
28.
June 29 Reception Honoring the 2008 High School and
College Graduates of St. Mark Church Outing - New
Congregational, Rev. Mills, Pastor at 3:00 p.m.
June 30 PT7.7.A Ministry - 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Upcoming Events for July 2008
July 7-11 Vacation Bible School; Theme: “Chosen
Champions for Jesus.”
SL Mark Offers ...
Sunday School is held for both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30. All are
invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.
Members and the general public are invited to come out and

study the Bible with us and leam “What Baptist Believe.”
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every
Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community are welcomed
to join us.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every Tuesday at
7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every Thursday
at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday evening
at7:00.
SL Mark After School Tutoring Ministry: Neighbors
Involved in Kids Education (N.I.K.E.). Open to all school age
children ever Tuesday, Wednesday, ahd Thursday fiom 4:30
p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
DESTINATION GRADUATION Summer Success
Initiative opens June 18,2008 and is designed to keep children
on track during the summer months. The program has
something for all age groups:
Ages 4-7 - Wednesday night pajama parties give little ones
the opportunity to wear their pajamas as they come out to listen
to bed time stories, view movies and participate in arts and crafts
and more.
Grades 3-11 can get the help they need in areas they
struggled with during the school year which include reading
comprehension, reading fluency, math and more. These services
are completely free to all children and membership at SL Mark
is not a requirement.
St. Mark Technology Lab: the SL Mark Computer Lab will
be open and available for use on Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings fiom 5:30 pm. to 7:30 p.m.

New Philadelphia Community Church
I Title of Article: ’’Spiritual Security in a World of Vulnerability”
The continuing emphasis at New Philadelphia will be an individual and collective
relationship of God's purpose in the search for life's meaning. Ongoing challenge is expe
riencing spiritual security in a world so vulnerable to tragedy and suffering.

When Jesus asked Peter if he loved Him, then "feed My sheep," makes love of Jesus
3 a pre-requisite for loving others. It is in serving others out of love for Jesus one attains
I the spiritual security necessary to live in a world so vulnerable to personal, environmen5 tai, and demonic disasters. The church is God's formidable defense in responding
y securely to adverse circumstances Which often cause spiritual insecurity.

The church family of New Philadelphia endeavors every Sunday to speak to the
3 believer's quest for meaning. By focusing on one's spiritual significance in the salvation
" plan of God, a believer discerns God's purposes for earthly living. Through the process of
sanctification, weekly Bible Study, Wisdom School, and mid-moming worship, all can
work together for believer's good who love the Lord. Therefore, the holiness of God sets
apart the church to daily experience spiritual security in one's walk with God, in spite of
a world so vulnerable to human tragedy and suffering.

Wednesday 12:00 p.m. Day Bible Study
6:30 p.m. Intercessory Prayer
7:00 p.m. Evening Bible Study
First Wednesday of each month,
join us at 7:00 p.m. for Wednesday night “Live” worship service.
(Living in Victory Everyday)
Please our Web site at www.ftnbctheship.org
E:Mail: fmbc3300@verizon.net • Phone: 727-906-8300

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 22nd AVenue South, St. Petersburg
The Trinity Presbyterian Church family under the
leadership of Pastor Alfonso Woods invites the
community to join us for Sunday worship June 22.
Sunday school begins at 9:30 and morning worship
begins at 11:00. The Trinity “Lean On Me
Community Youth Choir” under the direction of Luc
Victor will sing and Pastor Alfonso Woods will
deliver the message.
We' congratulate Elder Joseph Smith and Elder
Marion Moody Sr. Elder Smith recently retired from
the St. Petersburg police department after more than
25 years of service. Elder Moody was also recognized
recently by the city of St. Petersburg for 20 years of
service.
UPCOMING EVENTS:

June 27- 29 Evangelism and Congregational
Transformation Workshop.
The Rev. Dr. Jerry Cannon, Senior Pastor of the
C.N. Jenkins Memorial Presbyterian Church in
Charlotte North Carolina and the Rev. A. Vanessa
Hawkins,
Associate,-Black Congregational
Enhancement Office of the Presbyterian Church
(USA) will provide a weekend of training culminat
ing with a special worship service on Sunday, June

29. The primary facilitator for this event is Dr. Jerry
Lytle Cannon, an ordained minister of the Presbyterian
Church (USA). Two workshops will be presented on
Saturday, June 28, from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Congregational Transformation - Energize,
Empower, & Enthuse! “Promoting Church Growth
and Evangelism” Youth Transformation Workshop.
“Making Church Attractive to The Youth Population.
Limited space is available for the workshop on
Saturday June 28th. Registration Required. Please
contact the pastor at (727) 424-5850 for additional
information.
Dr. Cannon’s involvement with the church is
long-standing and he is especially committed to evan
gelism and community service. He continues to
envision programs to include members of the
community. He is a visionary and an anointed servant
of God.
On Sunday June 29th, Rev. Cannon will be the
guest preacher for our 11:00 a.m. worship service. The
Trinity f amily will honor our many visitors by cele
brating “Visitor Appreciation Sunday.” The Trinity
Gospel Choir under the direction of Mr. Johnny Mells
will provide special music. Please join us.

Stewart-Isom Memorial C.M.E. Church
Conference Year’s Theme: LOVE AND RECONCILIATION

“How then shall they call on Him in whom
they have not believed? And how shall they
believe in Him of whom they have not heard?
And how shall they hear without a preacher?”
Romans 10:14. The community is invited to join
with us in celebrating the Fifth Anniversary of
our esteemed leader, the Rev. Anthony Robinson
III, during ourPastor Appreciation Week of June
22-26. The celebration will commence during
the 11:00 a.m. service on Sunday, June 22. Our
very own Rev. Deborah Green will deliver the
message. Other services for the week will begin
at 7:00 p.m. and include:
Tuesday, June 24 - Bethel C.M.E. Church,
Sarasota, the Rev. Miranda Rivers, Minister.
Wed. June 25 - Bethany C.M.E. Church,
Clearwater, the Rev. Anita Davis, Minister.
Thurs. June 26 - Mt. Pilgrim Missionary
Baptist Church, St. Petersburg, the Rev. Clark
Hazley, Sr. Pastor.

Upcoming Events:
In celebrating 97 plus years of service in the
St. Petersburg Community, the church’s
Anniversary Committee is planning a workshop,
“I Will Sing Hallelujah” as one of its pre
anniversary celebration services. Adult church
choirs are invited to help us celebrate.
The workshop is scheduled for July 24-25
and the concert will be held on Saturday
evening, July 26 at 7:00 at the church.
To participate, please contact Rev. Deborah
R. Green, Program Coordinator
727-8219472 or Sis. Keisha Long-Watson, Program
Assistant at 727-374-7228.
Our monthly Pre-Anniversary Fellowship
Services will resume on the fourth Sunday in
July. Plan now to attend the July 27 fellowship
service with the Word of Life Fellowship
Church and Rev. Ellis Hodges, Pastor, as our
guest.

at

DESTINATION GRADUATION PUBLICATION/BROADCAST

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church

Did your student struggle to get promoted to the next grade level this year?

“O Lord how excellent is thy name in all the earth!”
Psalm 8:1

Are you on a journey that leads to graduation?
Or, do you just want to do better this year?
Well let us give you the boost, you’ve been looking for.

Destination Graduation’s summer initiative
is free to students ages four to eighteen.

Pastor Clarence A. Williams and the Mt.
Zion church family welcome all visitors and
friends to worship service this Sunday as we
edify and lift up the Name of Jesus. Our doors
are always open and we would love to have you
come and join us.
Our early morning worship begins at 7:30,
there we let go and let God be God.

From reading comprehension and fluency, to math, games, food and fun,
Destination Graduation has something for students at all levels.

The

Richardson Special Chorus will render song
service throughout the day. Church School will

Weekly Ministries:

In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by
Zion for a day of ministry. Wednesday Vintage Bible Study, 11:00 a.m., come enjoy
the Word and lunch Bible Study, 6:00 p.m., col
lectively we leam more of God. Hour of Power,
7:00 p.m., hour of praise, prayer and preaching.
Upcoming Events:

June 27th Women’s Missionary Society”Night In White,” 7:00 p.m.

commence at 9:30 a.m.; we invite family’s to
Please join us every Wednesday 6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
The fun begins Wednesday June 18

come study the Word of God as we seek to grow

Registration is now open so, call St. Mark M.B. Church at

high; Pastor Williams will deliver the message

spiritually together. Our contemporary worship
service is at 11:00 a.m. The spirit is always

(727) 321-6631 for details.

Destination Graduation, be determined to graduate.

at both services. Come be blessed by the Word
through the ministry of our Pastor, one anointed
to preach, teach and proclaim God’s Word with
power and conviction.

Mount Zion is on the move; get on board as
we Mount up at Mount Zion! Your presence and
participation is appreciated.
Thought for the week: “Be an organ donor;
give your heart to Jesus.”
Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.
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BLACK HISTORY
^Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Things
Ma Rainey

Howard Thurman

Howard Thurman (1899 April 10, 1981) was an author,
philosopher, theologian, educator
and civil rights leader from
Daytona Beach.
In 1923, Howard Thurman
graduated from Morehouse
College as valedictorian. He was
ordained a Baptist minister in
1925, after completing his study
at the Colgate Rochester
Theological Seminary (now
Colgate
Rochester
Crozer
Divinity School). He then
decided to pursue further study as
special student
philosophy in
residence at Haverford College
with Rufus Jones, a noted Quaker
philosopher and mystic.
He served as dean of Rankin
Chapel at Howard University in
the District of Columbia from
1932-1944. He later became the
first black dean of Marsh Chapel
at Boston University (1953-1965).
Thurman traveled broadly,
heading Christian missions and
meeting with world figures like
Mahatma
Gandhi.
When
Thurman asked Gandhi what
message he should take back to
America, Gandhi said he
regretted not having made nonvi-

of

olence more visible worldwide
and suggested some American
black men would succeed where
he had failed.
In 1944 Thurman left his
prestigious tenured position at
Howard to help the Fellowship of
Reconciliation establish the first
racially integrated, intercultural
church in the United States, the
Church for the Fellowship of All
Peoples in San Francisco, Calif.
After leaving Marsh Chapel
in 1965, Thurman continued his
ministry as director of the
Howard Thurman Educational
Trust in San Francisco until his
death in 1981.
Thurman was the author of
20 books of ethical and cultural
criticism. The most famous ofhis
works,
“Jesus
and
die
Disinherited” (1949), deeply
influenced Martin Luther King Jr.
and other leaders of the modem
Civil
Rights
Movement.
Thurman was in fact a classmate
and friend of Martin Luther King
Sr at Morehouse College. Martin
Luther King Jr. visited Thurman
while he attended Boston
University and Thurman in turn
mentored his former classmate’s
son and his friends.
Ebony magazine called
Thurman one of the 50 most
important figures in AfricanAmerican history, and Life rated
him among the 12 best preachers
in the nation.

, „

Thurman was married twice.
He had two children, Olive
Thurman by his first wife, Kate
Kelly Thurman (d. 1930 of tuber
culosis) and Anne Spencer
Thurman by his second wife, Sue
Bailey Thurman.
A documentary ofhis life and
work is currently being produced
by an independent filmmaker.
“In the conflicts between
man and man, between group and
group, between nation and
nation, the loneliness of the
seeker for community is
sometimes unendurable. The
radical tension between good and
evil, as man sees it and feels it,
does not have the last word about
the meaning of life and the nature
of existence. There is a spirit in
man and in the world working
always against the thing that
destroys and lays waste. Always
he must know that the contradic
tions of life are not final or
ultimate; he must distinguish
between failure and a many-sided
awareness so that he will not
mistake conformity for harmony,
uniformity for synthesis. He will
know that for all men to be alike
is the death of life in man, and yet
perceive harmony that transcends
all diversities and in which
diversity finds its richness and
significance.” From “The Search
For Common Ground; An
Inquiry Into The Basis Of Man’s
Experience Of Community.”

about the ‘man’ who left her.”
The song was so strange and
poignant that it attracted much
attention and Rainey learned the
song from the visitor, and used it
soon afterwards in her “act.”
Audiences reacted strongly to the
Gertrude
Malissa
Nix song.
In 1904, she married fellow
Pridgett Rainey, better known as
vaudeville
singer William “Pa”
Ma Rainey (April 26, 1886 Dec. 22, 1939), was one of the Rainey, billing herself from that
earliest known American profes point as “Ma” Rainey. The pansional blues singers and one of toured with the Rabbit Foot
the first generation of such Minstrels as “Rainey & Rainey,
singers to record. She was billed Assassinators of the Blues,”
singing a mix of blues and
as “The Mother of the Blues.”
popular
songs. In 1912, she took
She did much to develop and
popularize the form and was an the young Bessie Smith into the
important influence on younger Rabbit Foot Minstrels, trained
blues women, such as Bessie her, and worked with her until
Smith left in 1915.
Smith, and their careers. Rainey
In most of her songs, Ma
was bom in Columbus, Ga. She
first appeared on stage in projected herself as a passionate
Columbus in “A Bunch of and often mistreated lover of
Blackberries” at 14. She then men. In private, her preference
joined a traveling vaudeville was for young men. The poet
troupe,
the
Rabbit
Foot Sterling Brown tells of approach
Minstrels. After hearing a blues ing her as a fan with the musicol
ogist John Work. She immediate
song at a theater in St. Louis,
ly propositioned them as she was
Mo., sung by a local girl in 1902,
having
trouble with her young
she started performing in a blues
style. She claimed at that time musicians. Brown wrote a
that she was the one who coined moving poem about Ma Rainey
the name “blues” for the style of and her huge popularity with
Southern audiences.
which she specialized.
Ma Rainey was already a
In the one known interview
she did, Rainey told the veteran performer with decades
following story: In 1902, “a girl of touring in African-American
from town ... came to the tent shows in the U.S. southern states
one morning and began to sing when she made her first record

ings in 1923. Rainey signed with
Paramount
Records,
and
between 1923 and 1928, she •
recorded 100 songs, including
the classics “C.C. Rider” (aka
“See See Rider”), “Jelly Bean
Blues,” the humorous “Ma
Rainey’s Black Bottom” and the
deep blues “Bo Weavil Blues.” In
her career, Rainey was backed by
such noted jazz musicians as
comet players Louis Armstrong
and Tommy Ladnier, pianists
Fletcher Henderson and Lovie
Austin, saxophonist Coleman
Hawkins, and clarinetist Buster
Bailey. Rainey recorded two
vocal duets with Papa Charlie
Jackson in 1928, which proved to
be her last recordings; Paramount
terminated her contract soon
afterwards, claiming that her
material had gone out of fashion.
Rainey’s career dried up in
the l930s—as did the career of
just about every other classic
female blues singers of the ,
previous decade. But her
earnings were enough that she
was able to retire from perform
ing in 1933.
Rainey returned to hey
hometown, Columbus, Ga.,
where she ran two theaters, “The
Lyric” and “The Airdrome,” until
her death from a heart attack ip
1939. She was inducted into the
Blues Foundation’s Hall of Fame
in 1983, and the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame in 1990.

Branch NAACP Returns To Its Legacy
Highlights of the 75th Annual Freedom Fund Banquet

Remember, the struggle
continues for equality and
justice. As such, the NAACP
invites you to attend the branch

meetings held every third
Tuesday evening at 1501 l6th
St. S., St. Petersburg at 7:00.
Come out to see the rehabil

itation of the headquarters, view
the Literacy and Technology
center (wired with the latest in
computer equipment) but more

than anything else, come out to
be a part of the solution.
For additional information,
please call 727-898-3310 or

come by Monday through
Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
(or any time after by appoint
ment).

The St. Petersburg Branch
NAACP looks forward to saeing
you there!
J
Photographs courtesy of Peace Productions
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Do You Hive Glaucoma?
Novo Nordisk Presents An Evening With
• Glaucoma Is the #1 cause ol blindness among
NnotiMMflcint
• 80% ol Glaucoma blindness an be ptevented
• One half of all Glaucoma patients don't know by have it

au-&

Call Now tor your oompBmenttry glaucoma screening.
Good through July
Kevin C Greenidge, MD, MPH, FACS
Board-Certified Glaucoma Specialist
TWO INOAOIMBNTS:
June 2l*h • 7:00 PM

3 (Mwt Locttions * 3t Pete, Lirgo, Clearwater * (727)581-8706

Unlvtrifty Aro Community
©WNlvWiwe! >«wNGwrepSa^OeWNaOSiBlw

""wNHwHBISrwWWIeiwatw BTWwl

Center
14013 North 22nd Street
Tampa, FVW13
Juno 26th • 6:30 PM

F&B DRUGS

Enoch Oavia Ctntar
111118th Avenue South
St. Retertburg, FL 33705

Your neighborhood pharmacy

1311 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg Florida

727.327.2324

• Professional, courteous service

• Lowest prices guaranteed

• Prescriptions filled in less than 10 minutes

• Free Blood pressure check-up

• Most insurance plans accepted

• Free local pick-up and delivery

The mukifolented and "even mere fabulws" WterLesr f»» pvbilsHed author,
yv-t.:; .ii ■. of television sitcoms, radio talk and music shows, film actress, advice
columnist, motivational speskar and humorist, MotforLew has lost over 100 pounds
and ha* Improved her diabetes management through hard choices and healthy
Since her diagnosis with type 2 diabetes in 1990, ifoftn* fow has been on a
personal crusade to share Information about diabetes management, in addition
to her numerous a«»mplfshments, Master Lew is the recipient of the 2007 Living
History Makers Award !n Entertainment from Turning Point Magazine tft Los Angeles,
2006 honoree for A8C7 TV Women of Courage. In 2005 she was receded for
bar work on dUfo TV end later that year received the Urban Angel Award, nil for
her work whh diabetes awareness. She Is spokesperson for the American Diabetes
Association’s new *1 Decide to Hgfo Ptefeefoe ’ campaign, having done war 200 ;
' radio Station interviews around the country, since December 200$, She speaks fo
audiences acres* America on health, love and life issues.

Is getting to your doctor a problem?
As a courtesy service to our customers, we will provide free transportation to
and from your Doctors’ appointments. For further information, give us a call

1311- 22ND STREET SOUTH, ST PETERSBURG, FLORIDA 33712

Phone: 727.327.2324

novo

Fax: 727.327.2347

Publix joins you in celebrating Black Music Month.

Publix.
WH8RS SHOPfttNQ

publix.com
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